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A tape of the VMS version of the GEANT software was obtained in November
of 1991 and installed on the central computer at Gallaudet University. Due to
difficulties encountered in updating this VMS version, a decision was made to switch
to the UNIX version of the package and this was obtained at no cost over the
computer network. This version (v92a) was installed and used to generate the set of
data files currently accessed by our analysis programs. As soon as a upgrade is
completed to our University network communications links (factor of 3 speedup), a
newer version of the CERN library (v92b) will be downloaded, installed and used to
produce new data files.
To date the program has only been used successfully in non-interactive "batch"
mode. Numerous event dumps were made to check basic program operation.
Considerable effort was made to activate GEANT graphics in interactive mode, so
that the program could be used to display the experimental geometry and sample
tracks occurring in events. It was felt that this display would provide another check
on the sol, ware, but each attempt to build the software resulted in "missing links".
Printouts of the experimental geometry and detailed step-by-step event listings were
used to check the operation of the software.
B. Data Files
Since runs of the GEANT program are extremely time consuming, the software
was used to write files of data for positron and proton showers. Showers were
simulated for a detector consisting of 50 alternating layers of lead and scintillator.
The files stored data for 6000 proton showers and 6000 positron showers. Each file
consisted of 1000 events at each of the following energies: 0.1 GeV, 0.5 GeV, 2.0 GeV,
10 GeV, 44 GeV and 200 GeV.
The experimental geometry consisted of 50 layers of alternating layers of lead
(1 m x 1 m x 0.05 cm each) and scintillator (1 m x 1 m x 0.5 cm each). The goal of
the analysis is to specify the shortest possible detector that can identify protons and
positrons with high efficiency. Identification strategies will be tried with 5, 10, 15 .....
50 layers to try to select a minimum configuration of detectors.
During the first phases of the analysis, the data files included only the energy
deposited in every scintillator of the simulated apparatus. Runs of the analysis
programs which tried to separate proton from positron events did this with
disappointingly low efficiency. In view of this fact, the data files were regenerated
in order to include shower radial spread information. It was felt that this additional
data would provide an additional signature and serve as a key to identifying events.
Presently, the information recordedfor eachevent and layer is the total energy
depositedand the "center of depositedenergy" radius for the shower at each
scintillator layer. Numberswritten to thedata fileswerewritten asintegersin units
of 500keVfor depositedenergyand 100micrometersfor the radial showerspread.
II. Data Analysis
A. Clustering
An initial attempt was made to use hierarchical cluster identification software
of the IMSL library (CDIST, CLINK) to group together events with similar shower
development. Results proved to be disappointing. Clustering algorithms are applied
to data in order to group together similar lists of numbers (a vector). It was hoped
that straightforward application of the clustering methods to proton and positron
data would result in groupings of events that would consist predominantly of one
kind of particle: positron or proton. Once determined, these groupings could then
serve to identify "unknown" events.
Unfortunately, such wide fluctuations exist in the data that the clustering
program would normally create one large group and many "clusterings" of one or few
events. The large group would typically be evenly balanced in protons and positrons,
and so would be useless for identification purposes. Attempts to recluster the single
large group yielded similar results: one large cluster and many small "clusters" would
be formed.
Several clustering methods were used: single linkage, complete linkage,
average distance within clusters, average distance between clusters and Ward's
method. Several measures of distance were used to estimate the difference between
event vectors: Euclidean distance, sum of absolute differences, maximum difference,
Mahalanobis distance, absolute value of the cosine of the angle between vectors, angle
between vectors, correlation coefficient, absolute value of the correlation coefficient
and the number of exact matches. Scaling of values was used to normalize the data:
standard deviation, range and logarithmic. All attempts yielded similar results and
so the strict hierarchical clustering approach was abandoned.
Borrowing the distance metrics and scaling methods from cluster analysis, the
present analysis program attempts to classify an "unknown" event (selected at
random from the 12000 events of the data files) based on its distance from "known"
events. Before computing the distance metric, the raw data may be scaled
logarithmically to reduce the influence of large fluctuations and linearly (using the





As with the cluster analysis, several measures of distance were used to
estimate the difference between event vectors:






sum of absolute differences
maximum difference
coefficient of shape difference (sensitive to proportional translations and
mirror image translations, ignores additive translations)
N-I N N 2
.
6.
cosine of the angle between vectors (insensitive to additive and
proportional translations)







correlation coefficient (insensitive to size displacements due to additive
and proportional translations)
absolute value of the correlation coefficient
chisquared
10. the numberof exactmatches
11. the numberof near matches
12. the Canberracoefficient(sensitiveto additive,proportionaland mirror
imagetranslations)
After a scaling method and distance metric are selected,one computes
distancesbetweenthe unknown and a sampleof eventsfrom eachenergycatagory
and particle type (2400eventstotal, 200for eachenergycatagoryand particle type).
At present,threedistancesarecomputedfor eacheventcomparison:adistanceusing
the scintillator energydepositdata (de),a distanceusing the radial showerspread
data (dr), and a distancewhich is the sumofthe two (de+ dr). Eachresulting array
ofdistancesis partially sortedin theorderof increasingdistance,andthe<N> events
with the lowest distanceto the "unknown"are usedto vote on the identity of the
particle initiating the shower. Majority voting is usedto decidethe particle identity
(protonor positron)and an averageoverthe majority is usedestimatethe incident
energyof the showeringparticle. A tally is kept of all votesand a final printout is
madeshowinga contour graphicof the efficiencypercentagesfor eachcatagoryof
particle,energy,maximumnumberofdetectors,distancemeasure,scalingmethod,....
B. ChiSquare
Chi-Square is a distance metric that was initially studied as a separate tool for
identification of protons and positrons. The analysis program computed the chi-
square "distance" between an unknown event and all other events in the data files:
X--_ (Ri-Si) _
Ri+Si
and used the "nearest" events to vote and identify the incident particle responsible
for the observed shower. When the strict hierarchical clustering approach failed as
an identification method, the clustering program was adapted to use various distance
metrics to find nearest "look-alike" events to the unknown. The clustering
methodology became identical to chi-square and chi-square was included as an option
within the "clustering" analysis program.
C. Likelihood
A second identification strategy uses probability and likelihood to decide on a
best match between an unknown event and a known sample of events. A Poisson or
Gaussian distribution is fitted to the known event sample (1000 per energy, per
particle) for each energy, each particle and each detector. These functions then may
be used to estimate the probability that the unknown's energy deposits and radial
spread match the fitted distribution. The matchup yielding the best probability
values will be used to identify the unknown particle as proton or positron, and serve
to estimate its incident energy.
The distribution fits to the known event sample were carried out in several
ways. Both Gaussian and Poissonian distributions were used and were fitted
assuming either data independence or data dependence between layers. Given the
nature of a shower of particles, one would naturally suspect that the values measured
in the current layer depend, to some extent, on the values measured in the previous
layer. The random nature of subatomic particle interactions keeps this linkage
between layers somewhat uncertain, but the "upstream to downstream" flow of events
makes dependence a reasonable hypothesis. On the other hand, data independence
is a simpler hypothesis and may yield adequate identification efficiencies if the
random fluctuations dominate or all events are quite similar in their shower profile.
Under the independent detector hypothesis, it is assumed that the energy
deposit and radial spread in the "ith" layer is largely independent of the deposit and
spread observed in the "(i-1)th" layer. In this case, all events in the known sample
were used to perform the Poissonian and Gaussian fit, independent of values in the
upstream layer.
Under the dependent hypothesis, the data observed in the upstream layer
should serve as a good predictor of downstream measurements. In this case, the
distribution fit uses only events from the sample data that have similar energy
deposits or radial spread in the upstream layer. "Similar" is defined as having an
energy or radial spread in the upstream layer that is within a few standard
deviations of the upstream value for the unknown event. After this subsample of
data is selected for the distribution function fit, a correction may be applied to adjust
for differences between the unknown and sample data in the upstream layer. The
current program prefit options are for no adjustment of data, an additive
(translational) adjustment to all subsample data to force equal values in the
neighboring upstream layer and a product (multiplicative scaling) adjustment to all
subsample data to force equal values in the neighboring upstream layer.
D. Neural Net
Some preliminary investigations and coding have been done but no progress
to report as yet.
III. Student Participation
Four students have worked on the project during the year: Charles Brown, Lily
Leung, Subramanian Natarajan, Joy Robinson.
GEANT User Subprograms
The following listing presents the source code for the user subroutines that
established the experimental geometry of the 50 layer detector, and generated the
data files for this report. For each shower, the following data was written to disk:
total energy deposited in each layer of the scintillator material, the "center of energy"
radial shower spread at each scintillator, the layer number in which the first particle
interaction occurred, and the total number of secondary particles produced in the
shower.
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Open an output data file
OPEN (UNIT=IKINE, STATUS='NEW', RECL=915)
Initialize data structures
CALL GZINIT
Define the geometrical set-up
CALL UGEOM
Prints standard Particle and Material data
CALL GPPART (0)
CALL GPMATE (0)
CALL GGCLOS t End of Geometry Initialization
Compute cross-section and energy loss tables
CALL GPHYSI
PKINE(6) = PKINE(2) i initial energy at the first event
WRITE (LOUT, 888) TIMINT, TIMEND, ITIME






















C *** POLYSTYRENE PARAMETERS - PPDB 1986 - CH
c
DIMENSION APS(2),ZPS (2),WPS(2)
DATA APS/ 12.01 , 1.01 /
DATA ZPS/ 6.0 , 1.0 /









C *** PPDB 1986 - USES CH AS FORMULA FOR Z & A - 43.8 G/CM2 RAD L
c
C












CALL GSTMED( 3,'DENSE - LEADS' , 13 , 0 , IFIELD,
+ FIELDM, TMAXFD,DMAXMS,DEEMAX, EPSIL, STMIN, 0 , 0 )
CALL GSTMED( 2,'SCINT - POLYSTYRENE$' , 17 , 1 , IFIELD,
+ FIELDM, TMJIXFD,DMAXMS,DEEMAX, EPSIL, STMIN, 0 , 0 )
CALL GSTMED( 1,'OUTSIDE - VACUUMS' , 16 , 0 , IFIELD,
+ FIELDM, TMAXFD,DMAXMS,DEEMAX, EPSIL, STMIN, 0 , 0 )
Prints the tracking medium parameters
CALL GPTMED(0)
C




C *** 5/10/88 - NEW SCINTILLATOR DESIGN: ASSUME .05 CM LEAD PLATES
C *** INTERLEAVED WITH 0.5 CM SCINTILLATORS, AND USING 50 LAYERS
C *** OR ABOUT 5 RADIATION LENGTHS OF LEAD (2.8 CM) ==> 27.5 CM
c
SCINZ= 0.25
C *** SCINTILLATORS- .5 CMTHICK -> 0.25 CMHALFWIDTH
C
PLATZ= 0.025
















Define Shower Counter Mother Volume




















DO I = I, IMAXD
IF (I .EQ. i) ZZPA = ZZPA - SCINZ
ZZPA : ZZPA + PLATZ + SCINZ
CALL GSPOS('LEAD', I, 'SHOW', 0.0, 0.0, ZZPA, 0, 'ONLY')
ZZPA = ZZPA + SCINZ + PLATZ
CALL GSPOS('SCIN', I, 'SHOW', 0.0, 0.0, ZZPA, 0, 'ONLY')
END DO
























































pkine(1) = particle type
pkine(2) = first energy
pkine(3) = last energy
pkine(4) = number of energy values (LOG scale)
pkine(5) = Delta(Z) step (typically .55)
pkine (6) = current primary energy
pkine(7) = number of shower calorimeter detectors
pkine(8) = scintillator energy increment (typically .00005)
pkine(9) = Delta(R) step (typically 0.i)
pkine(10)= z initial
ikine = Output file number















CALL SBYT(NRNDM(1),NRANDO,NBIT2 + I,NBIT2)
CALL SBYT (NRNDM (2), NRANDO, i, NBIT2)
CALL RDMIN (NRANDO)
IF (PKINE(4).GT.I.0) THEN









QNEVE:FLOAT(IFIX (FLOAT(NEVENT)/PKINE (4)) )
IF ((NUMEVE(X) .EQ.I) .AND. (IEVENT.NE.I)) THEN
PKINE (6) =PKINE (6) *QFACT
END IF
IF (LBUG) THEN
IF (JMOD(IEVENT,IFIX(QNEVE)) .EQ.I) THEN
WRITE(IKINE, 100) IKINE, (PKINE(I) ,I:l,10)















RR = EKKIN + AMASS
RR = SQRT( RR**2 - AMASS**2 )








WRITE (IKINE, 500) IEVENT, NRNDM(1), NRNDM(2)
FORMAT(IH ,'**************' /













QNEVE=FLOAT (IFIX (FLOAT (NEVENT) /PKINE (4)) )
JQEV=FLOAT (JMOD (IEVENT, IFIX (QNEVE)) )
IF (JQEV.EQ.0) THEN





































IQZONE = NUMBER(2) I NUMBER - Volume copy numbers at each level
IF (IQZONE.GT. (IQDETS-2)) IQZONE=IQDETS
IF (IQZONE.LT.I) IQZONE=IQDETS-I
IF (NMAT.EQ.17) THEN r NMAT - Current material number
QZ (IQZONE) = QZ (IQZONE) + DESTEP
R = SQRT( VECT(1)**2 + VECT(2)**2 )
SUME (IQZONE) = SUME (IQZONE) + DESTEP
SUMER(IQZONE) = SUMER(IQZONE) + DESTEP * R
END IF




IF (LBUG) CALL PRSTEP































DO I = I,IQDETS-2
QZ (I) = (Qz(I) / DE )
IF (SUME(I) .EQ. 0.0 ) SUME(I) = 1.0
SUMER(I) = (SUMER(I) / DR )
radial spread of the shower at each detector (RSPRED)




WRITE (IKINE, 900) IFIX(PKINE(1)),PKINE(6),
(JNINT (QZ (I)), I=l, IQDETS), JQINT, QSSEC,
(JNINT (RSPRED (I)) , I=l, IQDETS-2)




QNEVE=FLOAT (IFIX (FLOAT (NEVENT) /PKINE (4)) )
IF (LBUG) THEN
IF (NUMEVE (X) .EQ. IFIX (QNEVE)) THEN
WRITE(IKINE, 100) IKINE, (PKINE(I),I=I, I0)





























































if ((icnt.eq.0) .or. (icnt.eq.20)) then
write (iunit,15)
format (lh ,
+ ' INWVOL ISTOP IUPD X Y Z' ,
+ ' GETOT GEKIN DESTEP" ,
+ ' NMAT NAMAT NMED NAMED VCP# & NAM')
i cnt = 1
else




WRITE (IUNIT, 20) INWVOL, ISTOP, IUPD, (VECT(I),I=I,3), GETOT, GEKIN,
DESTEP, NMAT, NAMATE(1), NUMED, NATMED(1),
NUMBER(2), NAMES(l)
format (lh ,
3x, il,6x, il,4x, il,3x, f7.3,1x, f7.3,1x, f7.3,1x, f9.3, ix, f9.3,
2x, gll.4, 4x,i2, 2x, A4, 3x, i2, 4x, A4, 2x, i2, 2x, A4)
IF (NGKINE .NE. 0) THEN
WRITE(IUNIT, 100) KCASE
FORMAT(IH ,10x,'Mech2ndpart = ',A)





I INWVOL( ) - Track's position inside a volume
i ISTOP( ) - the behavior of particle
i IUPD( ) - change of medium or particle
t VECT( ) - Current track parameters
w GETOT - Current particle total energy
' GEKIN - Current particle kinetic energy
KCASE - Mechanism which has generated the
t secondary particles
t NGKINE - Number of generated secondaries
GKIN - Total energy
DESTEP - Total energy lost in current step
t NNLAT - Current material number
i NAMATE - Name of current material
[ ....
c NUMED - Current tracking medium number
c NATMED - Name of current tracking medium
c NUMBER - Volume copy numbers at each level












WRITE (IUNIT, 65) ISTAK, NTMSTO, IVERT, IPART,NAPART(1),NAPART(2),
CHARGE,AMASS
FORMAT(IH0,'*** New Track: StkTr# = ',I3,' TrCnt = ',I4,' V# = ',
I4,' Part# = ',I3,
• ',2A4,' Charge = ',F5.0,' Mass= ',G12.4)
RETURN
END
ISTAK - Current stack track number
' NTMSTO - Total # of tracks tracked in the
t current event so far
i IVERT - Current vertex number
Y IPART - current particle number
f NAPART - Number & Name of current particle
i AMASS - Mass of current particle












EQUIVALENCE(Q(1),IQ(1),LQ(9)), (LQ(1),LMAIN) , (IWS(1),WS(I))
EQUIVALENCE(JCG,JGSTAT)
COMMON/GCLINK/JDIGI, JDRAW,JHEAD, JHITS , JKINE , JMATE, JPART
+ , JROTM, JRUNG,JSET , JSTAK, JGSTAT, JTMED, JTRACK, JVERTX
+ , JVOLUM,JXYZ ,JGPAR, JGPAR2, JSKLT
COMMON/GCCUT S / CUTGAM, CUTE LE, CUTNEU, CUTHAD, CUTMUO, BCUTE, BCUTM
+ , DCUTE , DCUTM ,PPCUTM, TOFMAX, GCUTS (5)
COMMON/GCFLAG/IDEBUG, IDEMIN, IDEMAX, ITEST, IDRUN, IDEVT, IEORUN
+ , IEOTRI, IEVENT, ISWIT (I0), IFINIT (20), NEVENT, NRNDM (2)
COMMON/GCKINE/IKINE, PKINE (i0), ITRA, ISTAK, IVERT, IPART, ITRTYP
+ ,NAPART (5 ), AMAS S, CHARGE, TLI FE, VERT (3), PVERT (4 ), IPAOLD
COMMON/GCKING/KCASE, NGKINE, GKIN (5, MXGKIN), TOFD (MXGKIN)
+ , IFLGK (MXGKIN)
COMMON/GCLIST/NHSTA, NGET ,NSAVE, NSETS, NPRIN, NGEOM, NVIEW, NPLOT
+ ,NSTAT, LHSTA(20) ,LGET (20) ,LSAVE(20),LSETS(20) ,LPRIN(20)
+ , LGEOM (20), LVIEW (20), LPLOT (20), LSTAT (20)
COMMON/GCMATE/NMAT, NAMATE (5), A, Z, DENS, RADL, ABSL
COMMON/GCNUM/NMATE ,NVOLUM ,NROTM ,NTMED , NTMULT ,NTRACK
+ ,NPART ,NSTM_AX ,NVERTX , NHEAD ,NBIT
COMMON/GCNUMX/NALIVE ,NTMSTO
COMMON/GCONST/PI,TWOPI ,PIBY2,DEGRAD,RADDEG, CLIGHT ,BIG,EMASS
COMMON/GCONSX/EMMU ,PMASS ,AVO
COMMON/GCPHYS/IPAIR, SPAIR, SLPAIR, ZINTPA, STEPPA
+ ,ICOMP, SCOMP, SLCOMP, ZINTCO, STEPCO
+ ,IPHOT, SPHOT, SLPHOT, ZINTPH, STEPPH
+ ,IPFIS, SPFIS, SLPFIS, ZINTPF, STEPPF
+ ,IDRAY, SDRAY, SLDRAY, ZINTDR, STEPDR
+ ,IANNI, SANNI, SLANNI, ZINTAN, STEPAN
+ ,IBREM, SBREM, SLBREM, ZINTBR, STEPBR
+ ,IHADR, SHADR, SLHADR, ZINTHA, STEPHA
+ ,IMUNU, SMUNU, SLMUNU, ZINTMU, STEPMU
+ ,IDCAY, SDCAY, SLIFE , SUMLIF, DPHYSI
+ ,ILOSS, SLOSS, SOLOSS, STLOSS, DPHYS2




NRGET, NRSAVE, LRGET (20 ), LRSAVE (20 )
COMMON/GCSETS/IHSET, IHDET, ISET, IDET, IDTYPE, NVNAME, NUMBV (20)
COMMON/GCTIME/TIMINT, TIMEND, ITIME, IGDATE, IGTIME
COMMON/GCTMED/NUMED,NATMED(5),ISVOL, IFIELD,FIELDM, TMAXFD, STEMAX
+ ,DEEMAX, EPSIL, STMIN,CFIELD, PREC, IUPD, ISTPAR, NUMOLD
COMMON/GCTRAK/VECT(7),GETOT,GEKIN,VOUT(7),NMEC,LMEC(MAXMEC)
+ ,NAMEC(MAXMEC),NSTEP ,MAXNST,DESTEP,DESTEL, SAFETY, SLENG ,STEP
+ ,SNEXT ,SFIELD,TOFG ,GEKRAT,UPWGHT,IGNEXT, INWVOL






COMMON/GCVOLU/NLEVEL, NAMES (15 ), NUMBER (15 ),
+LVOLUM (15), LINDEX (15), INFROM, NLEVMX, NLDEV (15), LINMX (15),























NQZ - number of Z divisions
NQPART - particle number (from 1 to 48 and unwanted)
IQPART - particle counter array (including unwanted)
NQITRA -
IPART - current particle number
ITRA - current track number
EZCE - energy of each division of current event
TEZ - total energy of each division of all events
AVGEZ - average energy of each division
SIGZSQ - summation of the square of energy of each division
STD - standard deviation




























GEANT Input Data Files
The following files were used as data input to the GEANT code to control











SWIT i01 102 107 108 ii0
CUTS 0.0001 0.0001
KINE 51 14.0 0.i 200.0 6.0 0.55 0.i 50.0 0.00005 0.i 0.0
TIME i00000.0 1.0 I0000
END
LIST 
RNDM 639100587 188572943 - - 
TRIG 6000 







SWIT 101 102 107 108 110 
CUTS 0.0001 0.0001 
KINE 52 2.0 0.1 200.0 6.0 0.55 0.1 50.0 0.00005 0.1 0.0 
TIME 100000.0 1.0 1OOOO 
END 
GEANT Output Run Log
The following listing presents the output run logs from the data file generation




ZEBRA table base TAB(0) in /MZCC/ at adr 67373697 4040A81 HEX
Initialize Store 0 in /GCBANK/
with Store/Table at absolute adrs 67233619 67373697
HEX 401E753 4040A81
HEX FFFDF486 0
relative adrs -134010 0
with 1 Str. in 2 Links in 5300 Low words in 99970 words.
This store has a fence of 16 words.
Set Log Level 0 for store 0
GEANT Version 3.1590 Released on Tuesday 07 April 1992 *****
Correction Cradle Version 3.1500
Library compiled on 920407 at 1656 *****
USER'S DIRECTIVES TO RUN THIS JOB
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
0.0
***** DATA CARD CONTENT











SWIT i01 102 107 108 ii0
CUTS 0.0001 0.0001
KINE 50 14.0 0.i 200.0 6.0 0.55 0.I 50.0 0.0005 0.I






Initialize Division Constant in Store 0
NW/NWMAX= 2000 80000, MODE/KIND= 1 2
Division 20 initialized.
Initialize Link Area /GCLINK/ for Store
Initialize Link Area /GCSLNK/ for Store
0TMED
DEEMAX EPSIL STMIN
i OUTSIDE - VACUUM
-i.000 0.000 -I.000




0 NL/NS: 20 20









13 0.00 0.00 -i.00
VOLUMES
0VOLUMENAME NUMEDSHAPENPAR PARAMETERS
1 SHOW 1 BOX 3
2 SCIN 2 BOX 3





































































































































































































































































































































0 071 0 865E+03 0.790E+03
0 162 0 757E+03 0.342E+03
0 125 0 755E+03 0.478E+03
0 534 0 155E+03 0.121E+03
1 848 0 353E+02 0.367E+02
2 265 0 188E+02 0 499E+02
0 808 0 445E+02 0 994E+02
1 207 0.240E+02 0 749E+02
2 700 0.890E+01 0 372E+02
7 870 0.176E+01 0 171E+02
8 960 0.143E+01 0 148E+02
19.300 0 350E+00 0 I03E+02
11.350 0 560E+00 0 185E+02
18.950 0 320E+00 0 120E+02
0.001 0 304E+05 0 675E+05
0.000 0 100E+I7 0 100E+I7




* G E A N T Version 3.1590 DATE/TIME 920804/ 901 *
* RUN 1 *
* Data structure Date Time GVERSN ZVERSN *
* INIT 920804 901 3.1590 3.68 *
* KINE 920804 901 3.1590 3.68 *
* HITS 920804 901 3.1590 3.68 *
* DIGI 920804 901 3.1590 3.68 *
* Random number seeds: 469201751 195606229 *
* -- *
* ...... *
* Standard TPAR for this run are *
* CUTGAM=I00.00keY CUTELE=I00.00keY CUTNEU=i0.00 MeV*
* CUTHAD=I0.00 MeV CUTMUO=10.00 MeV *
* BCUTE=i00.00 keV BCUTM =i00.00 keV *
* DCUTE = 10.00 TeV DCUTM = i0.00 TeV PPCUTM= i0.00 MeV *
* IPAIR = i. ICOMP = I. IPHOT = i. *
* IPFIS = 0. IDRAY = 0. IANNI = i. *
* IBREM = i. IHADR = I. IMUNU = i. *
* IDCAY = i. ILOSS = 2. IMULS = i. *
* IRAYL = 0. *
* Special TPAR for TMED 1 OUTSIDE - VACUUM *
* CUTGAM=I00.00 keV CUTELE=I00.00 keV CUTNEU= 1.00 MeV *
* CUTHAD= 1.00 MeV CUTMUO= 1.00 MeV *
* BCUTE =100.00 keV BCUTM =I00.00 keV *
* DCUTE = i0.00 TeV DCUTM = I0.00 TeV PPCUTM= 2.04 MeV *
* IPAIR = 0. ICOMP = 0. IPHOT = 0. *
* IPFIS = 0. IDRAY = 0. IANNI = 0. *
* IBREM = 0. IHADR = 0. IMUNU = 0. *
* IDCAY = i. ILOSS = 0. IMULS = 0. *
* IRAYL = 0. *
* Special TPAR for TMED 2 SCINT - POLYSTYRENE *
* CUTGAM=I00.00 keV CUTELE=I00.00 keV CUTNEU= 1.00 MeV *
* CUTHAD= 1.00 MeV CUTMUO= 1.00 MeV *
* BCUTE =i00.00 keV BCUTM =I00.00 keV *
* DCUTE = i0.00 TeV DCUTM = I0.00 TeV PPCUTM= 2.04 MeV *
* IPAIR = i. ICOMP = i. IPHOT = i. *
* IPFIS = i. IDRAY = i. IANNI = I. *
* IBREM = i. IHADR = i. IMUNU = I. *
* IDCAY = i. ILOSS = i. IMULS = I. *
* IRAYL = 0. *
* Special TPAR for TMED 3 SHOWER - LEAD *
* CUTGAM=I00.00 keV CUTELE=I00.00 keV CUTNEU= 1.00 MeV *
* CUTHAD= 1.00 MeV CUTMUO= 1.00 MeV *
* BCUTE =i00.00 keV BCUTM =100.00 keV *
* DCUTE = I0.00 TeV DCUTM = 10.00 TeV PPCUTM= 2.04 MeV *
* IPAIR = I. ICOMP = I. IPHOT = i. *
* IPFIS = i. IDRAY = I. IANNI = i. *
* IBREM = I. IHADR = I. IMUNU = i. *
* IDCAY = I. ILOSS = I. IMULS = i. *
* IRAYL = 0. *
TIMINIT = I00000.0 TIMEND = 1.000000 ITIME =
1 **** NUMBER OF EVENTS PROCESSED = 6000
**** RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR AFTER LAST COMPLETE EVENT
730209912
**** TIME TO PROCESS ONE EVENT IS = 5.7531 SECONDS
i0000
1847995733
MZEND. Usage statistics for 1 dynamic stores.
Store 0 /GCBANK/
D i v i s i o n  
Mode P o s i t i o n  Max-size 
1 Q D I V l  0 3 0 
2 QDIV2 1 7 6 1  00 13 5 
19 system 1 76500 328 
20 Cons tan t  1 99968 2 1 5 4 3  
Number of t i m e s  





ZEBRA table base TAB(0) in /MZCC/ at adr 67373865 4040B29 HEX
Initialize Store 0 in /GCBANK/
with Store/Table at absolute adrs 67233787 67373865
HEX 401E7FB 4040B29
HEX FFFDF486 0
relative adrs -134010 0
with 1Str. in 2 Links in 5300 Low words in 99970 words.
This store has a fence of 16 words.
Set Log Level 0 for store 0
GEANT Version 3.1590 Released on Tuesday 07 April 1992 *****
Correction Cradle Version 3.1500
Library compiled on 920407 at 1656 *****
USER'S DIRECTIVES TO RUN THIS JOB
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
***** DATA CARD CONTENT
0.0
***** DATA CARD CONTENT











SWIT I01 102 107 108 ii0
CUTS 0.0001 0.0001
KINE 52 2.0 0.i 200.0 6.0 0.55 0.i 50.0 0.00005 0.i
TIME i00000.0 1.0 i0000
END
MZDIV. Initialize Division Constant in Store 0
NW/NWMAX= 2000 80000, MODE/KIND= 1 2
Division 20 initialized.
MZLINK. Initialize Link Area /GCLINK/ for Store
MZLINK.
0




1 OUTSIDE - VACUUM
-i.000 0.000 -i.000
2 SCINT - POLYSTYRENE
16 0 0
17 1 0
0 NL/NS= 20 20









13 0.00 0.00 -i.00
VOLUMES
0VOLUME NAME NUMED SHAPE NPAR PARAMETERS
0Part
1 SHOW 1 BOX 3
2 SCIN 2 BOX 3












































38 ANTI D 0
39 DS+
40 DS-

















































































































































































































































































0 071 0 865E+03 0.790E+03
0 162 0 757E+03 0.342E+03
0 125 0 755E+03 0.478E+03
0 534 0 155E+03 0.121E+03
1 848 0 353E+02 0.367E+02
2 265 0 188E+02 0.499E+02
0 808 0 445E+02 0.994E+02
1 207 0 240E+02 0.749E+02
2 700 0 890E+01 0.372E+02
7 870 0 176E+01 0.171E+02
8 960 0 143E+01 0.148E+02
19.300 0 350E+00 0.I03E+02
11.350 0 560E+00 0.185E+02
18.950 0 320E+00 0.120E+02
0.001 0 304E+05 0.675E+05
0.000 0 100E+I7 0.100E+I7
1.032 0 420E+02 0.891E_02
12.01 6.00 0.922
* Data structure Date Time GVERSN ZVERSN *
* ....... *
* INIT 920925 1634 3.1590 3.68 *
* KINE 920925 1634 3.1590 3.68 *
* HITS 920925 1634 3.1590 3.68 *
* DIGI 920925 1634 3.1590 3.68 *
* Random number seeds: 639100587 188572943 *
* ...... *
* Standard TPAR for this run are *
CUTGAM=I00.00 keY CUTELE=I00.00 keY
CUTHAD = i0.00 MeV CUTMUO= i0.00 MeV
BCUTE =100.00 keV BCUTM =i00.00 keV
DCUTE = I0.00 TeV DCUTM = 10.00 TeV
IPAIR = i. ICOMP = I.
IPFIS = 0. IDRAY = 0.
IBREM = i. IHADR = i.
IDCAY = i. ILOSS = 2.
IRAYL = 0.
Special TPAR for TMED
CUTGAM=I00.00 keV CUTELE=I00.00 keV
CUTHAD = 1.00 MeV CUTMUO = 1.00 MeV
BCUTE =i00.00 keV BCUTM =i00.00 keV
DCUTE = i0.00 TeV DCUTM = i0.00 TeV
IPAIR = 0. ICOMP = 0.
IPFIS = 0. IDRAY = 0.
IBREM = 0. IHADR = 0.
IDCAY = i. ILOSS = 0.
IRAYL = 0.
Special TPAR for TMED
CUTGAM=I00.00 keV CUTELE=I00.00 keV
CUTHAD= 1.00 MeV CUTMUO= 1.00 MeV
BCUTE =i00.00 keV BCUTM =i00.00 keV
DCUTE = I0.00 TeV DCUTM = i0.00 TeV
IPAIR = I. ICOMP = i.
IPFIS = i. IDRAY = I.
IBREM = i. IHADR = i.
IDCAY = i. ILOSS = i.
IRAYL = 0.
Special TPAR for TMED 3
CUTGAM=I00.00 keV CUTELE=I00.00 keV
CUTHAD = 1.00 MeV CUTMUO= 1.00 MeV
BCUTE =I00.00 keV BCUTM =i00.00 keV
DCUTE = i0.00 TeV DCUTM = i0.00 TeV
IPAIR = i. ICOMP = i.
IPFIS = I. IDRAY = i.
IBREM = I. IHADR = i.
IDCAY = i. ILOSS = I.
IRAYL = 0.
CUTNEU = I0.00 MeV *

















































TIMINIT : i00000.0 TIMEND = 1.000000 ITIME =
1 **** NUMBER OF EVENTS PROCESSED = 6000
**** RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR AFTER LAST COMPLETE EVENT
985392229
**** TIME TO PROCESS ONE EVENT IS = 52.2568 SECONDS
i0000
1362650369






1 QDIVl 0 3 0
2 QDIV2 1 76100 135
19 system 1 76500 328
20 Constant 1 99968 21543
Number of times
Wiped User-GC Auto-GC Pushd Redcd
0 0 0 0 0
6000 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
Plots of Scintillator
Energy Deposit
The following plots show GEANT simulated shower results for the energy


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Scintillator Energy Deposit for  an Incident 0.1 0 0  GeV Positron 



























































































































Detector Number (0.5cm Scin, 0.05cm Pb) 
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Detector Number (0.5cm Scin, 0.05cm Pb) 


Radial Shower Spread for an Incident 0.1 00 GeV Proton 





















































































































































































































































Radial Shower Spread for  an Incident 9.56 GeV Proton 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Radial Shower Spread for an Incident 
0 
GeV Positron 
Detector Number (0.5cm Scin, 0.05cm Pb) 
Radial Shower Spread for an Incident 200. GeV Positron 
Detector Number (0.5rm Scin, 0.05cm Pb) 
Listing of Cluster 
Analysis Program 











subroutine ddist (ie,klog, kdet,kmeth, kscal)
include 'c192.inc'
krow(1) = ie s
if (klog.eq.l) then
xlog = alogl0 (2.0)
else if (klog.eq.2) then
xlog = 1.0
else
xlog = alogl0 (50.0)
end if
do idet = l,kdet
if (klog.eq.0) then
x(l,idet) : edet(idet,ie)
y(l,idet) = rdet (idet,ie)
else
xe = edet (idet, ie)
if (xe.eq. 0. 0) xe = 1.0e-10
x(l,idet) = alogl0(xe)/xlog
ye = rdet (idet, ie)
if (ye.eq. 0. 0) ye = 1.0e-10
y(l,idet) = alogl0(ye) /xlog
end if
end do ! idet
- index of 'unidentified' event
Log scaling of data
do jx = 2,mx
ifcat = ((jx-l)/mcev) + 1
je = jint (floatj (nevten)*rnunf())+l+
(ifcat-l) *nevten
krow(jx) = je ! index of a standard event
do idet = l,kdet
if (klog.eq.0) then
x(jx, idet) : edet (idet, je)
y(jx, idet) = rdet (idet, je)
else
xe = edet (idet, je)
if (xe.eq.0.0) xe = 1.0e-10
x(jx,idet) = alogl0 (xe)/xlog
ye = rdet (idet, je)
if (ye.eq.0.0) ye = 1.0e-10
y(jx,idet) = alogl0(ye) /xlog
end if
end do ! idet
end do ! jx
if (kscal.eq.l) then '.....
xndet = floatj (kdet)





- - Normalizing of data
Mean and Standard Deviation
d o  i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
xx=x ( j x ,  i d e t )  
sumx = sumx+xx 
sumx2 = sumx2 + xx*xx 
yy=y ( j x ,  i d e t )  
sumy = sumy+yy 
sumy2 = sumy2 t yy*yy 
e n d  do ! i d e t  
xavg  = sumx/xndet  
y a v g  = sumy/xndet  
x s t d  = s q r t  ( ( sumx2/xnde t )  - xavg*xavg)  
i f  ( x s t d . e q . O . 0 )  x s t d  = 0 . 5  
y s t d  = s q r t  ( ( sumy2/xnde t )  - yavg*yavg)  
i f  ( y s t d . e q .  0 . 0 )  y s t d  = 0 . 5  
d o  i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  = ( x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  -xavg) / x s t d  
y  ( j x ,  i d e t )  = ( y  ( j x ,  ide t )  -yavg) / y s t d  
e n d  d o  ! i d e t  
e n d  d o  ! j x  
e l s e  i f  ( k s c a l  . e q . 2 )  t h e n  ! ----- Range 
d o  j x  = 1,mx 
xmin = x ( 1 , l )  
xmax = x  (1, l)  
ymin = y ( 1 , l )  
ymax = y  (1 , l )  
do i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
xx=x ( j x ,  i d e t )  
xmin = a m i n l  (xmin, x x )  
xmax = amaxl (xmax, x x )  
yy=y ( j x ,  i d e t )  
ymin = a m i n l  (ymin, y y )  
ymax = amaxl (ymax, y y )  
e n d  do ! i d e t  
xx = a b s  (xmax-xmin) 
i f  ( x x . e q . O . 0 )  xx = 0 . 5  
yy = a b s  (ymax-ymin) 
i f  ( y y . e q . O . 0 )  yy = 0 . 5  
do i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  = ( x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  -xmin) /xx  
y  ( j x ,  i d e t )  = (y  ( j x ,  i d e t )  -ymin) /yy 
e n d  do ! i d e t  
e n d  do ! j x  
e n d  i f  
d ( l , l )  = 1 . 0 e 3 7  
d ( 1 , 2 )  = 1 . 0 e 3 7  
do j x  = 2,mx 
d ( j x , l )  = 0 . 0  
d ( j x , 2 )  = 0 . 0  
i f  ( k m e t h . e q . 0 )  t h e n  ! -----  E u c l i d e a n  D i s t a n c e  
sx12  = 0 . 0  
sy12  = 0 . 0  
d o  i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
x l  = x ( 1 , i d e t )  
x2 = x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  
y l  = y  (1, i de t )  
y2 = y ( j x , i d e t )  
sx12  = s x 1 2 t  ( x l - x 2 )  * ( x l - x 2 )  
sy12  = s y 1 2 t  ( y l - y 2 )  * ( y l - y 2 )  
e n d  do ! i d e t  
d ( j x , l )  = s q r t ( s x l 2 )  
d ( j x , 2 )  = s q r t ( s y l 2 )  
e lse  i f  ( k m e t h . e q . 1 )  t h e n  ! ----- Sum o f  a b s o l u t e  d i f f e r e n c e s  
s x  = 0 . 0  
s y  = 0 . 0  
d o  i d e t  = 1, k d e t  
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
sx = sxtabs(xl-x2) 
yl = y (1,idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
sy = sytabs (yl-y2) 
end do ! idet 
d(jx,l) = sx 
d(jx,2) = sy 
else if (kmeth.eq.2) then ! - - - - -  M aximum difference 
xmax = 0.0 
ymax = 0.0 
do idet = 1, kdet 
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
dx = abs (xl-x2) 
xmax = amaxl (xmax, dx) 
yl = y (1, idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
dy = abs (yl-y2) 
ymax = amaxl (ymax, dy) 
end do ! idet 
d(jx,l) = xmax 
d ( jx, 2) = ymax 
else if (kmeth.eq.3) then ! - - - - -  C oefficient of Shape 
sx12 = 0.0 
sx = 0.0 
sxl = 0.0 
sx2 = 0.0 
sy12 = 0.0 
sy = 0.0 
xn = float j (kdet) 
do idet = 1,kdet 
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x(jx, idet) 
sx = sx+ (xl-x2) 
sx12 = sx12+ (XI-x2) * (XI-x2) 
yl = y (1, idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
sy = sy+(yl-y2) 
sy12 = sy12t (yl-y2) * (yl-y2) 
end do ! idet 
sx12 = sxl2/xn 
sy12 = syl2/xn 
d(jx,l) = sqrt((xn/(xn-l.O))* 
t (sxl2- (l.O/ (xn*xn) ) * (sx*sx) ) ) 
d (jx, 2) = sqrt ( (xn/ (xn-1.0) ) * 
+ (syl2- (l.O/ (xnkxn) ) * (sy*sy) ) ) 
else if (kmeth.eq.4) then !----- Cosine of angle between vectors 
sxll = 0.0 
sx22 = 0.0 
sx12 = 0.0 
syll = 0.0 
sy22 = 0.0 
sy12 = 0.0 
do idet = 1, kdet 
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
sxll = sxlltxl*xl 
sx22 = sx22+x2*x2 
sx12 = sx12+xl*x2 
yl = y(1,idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
syll = sylltyl*yl 
sy22 = sy22+y2*y2 
sy12 = sy12+yl*y2 
end do ! idet 
sxll = sqrt (sxll) 
if (sxll.le.O.0) sxll = 1.0e-5 
sx22 = sqrt (sx22) 
if (sx22.le.0.0) sx22 = 1.0e-5 
syll = sqrt (syll) 
if (syll.le.O.0) syll = 1.0e-5 
sy22 = sqrt (sy22) 
if (sy22. le. 0.0) sy22 = 1.0e-5 
d( jx, 1) = 1.0- (sx12/ (sxll*sx22) ) 
d( jx,2) = 1.0- (sy12/ (syll*sy22) )
else if (kmeth.eq.5) then ! ----- C urtis - Bray Coefficient 
sxa = 0.0 
sx = 0.0 
sya = 0.0 
sy = 0.0 
do idet = 1,kdet 
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
sx = sx + (xl-x2) 
sxa = sxa+abs (xl-x2) 
yl = y (1,idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
sy = sy + (yl-y2) 
sya = sya+abs (yl-y2) 
end do ! idet 
if (sx.eq.O.0) sx = 1.0e-5 
d (jx, 1) = sxa/sx 
if (sy .eq. 0.0) sy = 1.0e-5 
d(jx,2) = sya/sy 
else if (kmeth.eq.6) then !----- C orrelation Coefficient 
sxl = 0.0 
sx2 = 0.0 
sxll = 0.0 
sx22 = 0.0 
sx12 = 0.0 
syl = 0.0 
sy2 = 0.0 
syll = 0.0 
sy22 = 0.0 
sy12 = 0.0 
xn = float j (kdet) 
do idet = 1,kdet 
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
sxl = sxl + xl 
sx2 = sx2 + x2 
sxll = sxll+xl*xl 
sx22 = sx22+x2*x2 
sx12 = sx12+xl*x2 
yl = y (1,idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
syl = syl + yl 
sy2 = sy2 + y2 
syll = syll+yl*yl 
sy22 = sy22+y2*y2 
sy12 = sy12+yl*y2 
end do ! idet 
sxll = (sxll- (sxl*sxl/xn) ) 
if (sxll.le.O.0) sxll = 1.0e-5 
sxll = sqrt (sxll) 
sx22 = (sx22- (sx2*sx2/xn) )
if (sx22.le.0.0) sx22 = 1.0e-5 
sx22 = sqrt (sx22) 
dx = (sxl2- (sxl*sx2/xn) )
d(jx,l) = 1.0 - (dx/(sxll*sx22)) 
syll = (syll- (syl*syl/xn) )
if (syll.le.O.0) syll = 1.0e-5 
syll = sqrt (syll) 
sy22 = (sy22- (sy2*sy2/xn) )
if (sy22.le.0.0) sy22 = 1.0e-5 
sy22 = sqrt (sy22) 
dy = (syl2- (syl*sy2/xn) ) 
d (  jx, 2) = 1.0- (dy/ (syll*sy22) )
else if (kmeth.eq.7) then ! - - - - -  Abs. value of Correlation Coef. 
sxl = 0.0 
sx2 = 0.0 
sxll = 0.0 
sx22 = 0 .o 
sx12 = 0.0 
syl = 0.0 
sy2 = 0.0 
syll = 0.0 
sy22 = 0.0 
sy12 = 0.0 
xn = floatj(kdet) 
do idet = 1,kdet 
xl = x(1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
sxl = sxl + xl 
sx2 = sx2 + x2 
sxll = sxll+xl*xl 
sx22 = sx22+x2*x2 
sx12 = sx12+xl*x2 
yl = y (1,idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
syl = syl t yl 
sy2 = sy2 + y2 
syll = syll+yl*yl 
sy22 = sy22+y2*y2 
sy12 = sy12+yl*y2 
end do ! idet 
sxll = (sxll- (sxl*sxl/xn) )
if (sxll .le. 0.0) sxll = 1.0e-5 
sxll = sqrt (sxll) 
sx22 = (sx22-(sx2*sx2/xn)) 
if (sx22 .le. 0.0) sx22 = 1.0e-5 
sx22 = sqrt (sx22) 
dx = (sxl2- (sxl*sx2/xn) ) 
d(jx,l) = 1.0-abs(dx/(sxll*sx22)) 
syll = (syll- (syl*syl/xn) ) 
if (syll.le.O.0) syll = 1.0e-5 
syll = sqrt (syll) 
sy22 = (sy22- (sy2*sy2/xn) ) 
if (sy22.le. 0.0) sy22 = 1.0e-5 
sy22 = sqrt (sy22) 
dy = (syl2- (syl*sy2/xn) )
if (dy.eq. 0.0) dy = 1 .OE-10 
d( jx, 2) = 1.0-abs (dy/ (syllxsy22) )
else if (kmeth.eq.8) then ! - - - - -  T ally of identical values 
sx = 0.0 
sy = 0.0 
do idet = 1, kdet 
xl = x (1,idet) 
x2 = x (jx, idet) 
if (xl .eq. x2) sx = sxtl .0 
yl = y (1,idet) 
y2 = y (jx, idet) 
if (yl.eq.y2) sy = sytl.0 
end do ! idet 
if (sx.eq.O.0) sx = 1.0e-10 
d(jx,l) = l.O/sx 
i f  ( s y  . e q .  0 . 0 )  s y  = 1 .0e-10  
d ( j x , 2 )  = l . O / s y  
e l s e  i f  ( k m e t h . e q . 9 )  t h e n  ! - - - - -  C h i s q u a r e d  T e s t  
sx12  = 0 . 0  
s y 1 2  = 0 . 0  
d o  i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
x l  = x ( 1 , i d e t )  
x2 = x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  
s x  = x l  + x2 
i f  ( s x . e q .  0 . 0 )  s x  = 1 . 0 e - 5  
y l  = y ( 1 , i d e t )  
y2 = y  ( j x ,  i d e t )  
s y  = y l  + y2 
i f  ( s y  . e q .  0 . 0 )  s y  = l . O e - 5  
sx12 = s x l 2 t  ( ( ( x l - x 2 )  * ( x l - x 2 )  ) / s x )  
sy12  = s y l 2 +  ( ( ( y l - y 2 )  * ( y l - y 2 )  / s y )  
e n d  do ! i d e t  
d  ( jx ,  1) = s q r t  ( s x l 2 )  
d (  j x ,  2 )  = s q r t  ( s y l 2 )  
e lse  i f  ( k m e t h . e q . 1 0 )  t h e n  !----- T a l l y  o f  i d e n t i c a l  v a l u e s  
s x  = 0 . 0  
s y  = 0 . 0  
do i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
x l  = x  ( 1 , i d e t )  
x l s d  = s q r t  ( a b s  ( x l )  ) 
i f  ( x l s d . e q . O . 0 )  x l s d  = 1 . 0  
x2 = x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  
i f  ( ( x 2 .  g e .  ( x l - x l s d )  ) . a n d .  ( x 2 .  l e .  ( x l t x l s d )  ) ) s x  = s x t l .  0  
y l  = y ( 1 , i d e t )  
y l s d  = s q r t  ( a b s  ( y l )  ) 
i f  ( y l s d . e q . O . 0 )  y l s d  = 1 . 0  
y2 = y  ( j x ,  i d e t )  
i f  ( ( y 2 . g e .  ( y l - y l s d ) )  , a n d .  ( y 2 . l e .  ( y l + y l s d )  ) s y  = s y t l . 0  
e n d  d o  ! i d e t  
i f  ( s x . e q . O . 0 )  s x  = 1 . 0 e - 1 0  
d ( j x , l )  = l . O / s x  
i f  ( s y  . eq. 0 . 0 )  s y  = 1 .0e-10  
d ( j x , 2 )  = l . O / s y  
e lse  i f  ( k m e t h . e q . 1 1 )  t h e n  ! ----- C a n b e r r a  M e t r i c  Coef .  
s x  = 0 . 0  
s y  = 0 . 0  
xn = k d e t  
d o  i d e t  = 1 , k d e t  
x l  = x ( 1 , i d e t )  
x2 = x  ( j x ,  i d e t )  
s x  = s x  t a b s  ( x l - x 2 ) /  ( x l + x 2 )  
y l  = y ( 1 , i d e t )  
y2 = y  ( j x , i d e t )  
s y  = s y  + a b s  ( y l - y 2 ) / ( y l + y 2 )  
e n d  d o  ! i d e t  
d ( j x , l )  = ( l / x n ) * s x  
d ( j x , 2 )  = ( l / x n ) * s y  
e n d  i f  
i f  ( j x . e q .  2 )  t h e n  
d l m i n  = d ( j x ,  1) 
dlmax = d ( j x , l )  
d l sum = d  ( j x ,  1) 
dlsum2 = d ( j x , l ) * d ( j x , l )  
d2min = d  ( j x ,  2 )  
d2max = d ( j x , 2 )  
d2sum = d ( j x , 2 )  
d2sum2 = d  ( jx,  2 )  *d ( j x ,  2 )  
else 
d l m i n  = a m i n l  ( d l m i n ,  d( jx ,  1) ) 
dlmax = amaxl (dlmax, d  ( j x ,  1) ) 
dlsum = d l s u m + d ( j x , l )  
dlsum2 = dlsum2td(  jx ,  1) * d ( j x J )  
d2min = aminl  (d2min, d  ( jx,  2 )  ) 
d2max = amaxl ( d 2 m a x , d ( j x I 2 ) )  
d2sum = d2sum+d( jx ,  2 )  
d2sum2 = d2sum2td ( j x ,  2 )  * d (  jx ,  2 )  
end i f  
end  do ! j x  
d l a v g  = d l s u m / f l o a t  j  (mx-1) 
d l s t d  = ( (dlsum2 / f  l o a t  j  (mx-1) ) - dlavg*dlavg)  
i f  ( d l s t d . l e . 0  . O )  d l s t d  = 0.0  
b l s t d  = s q r t  ( d l s t d )  
i f  ( d l s t d . e q . 0 . 0 )  d l s t d  = 1.0e-5  
d2avg = d2sum/ f loa t  j  (mx-1) 
d 2 s t d  = ( (d2sum2 / f  l o a t  j  (mx-1) ) - d2avg*d2avg) 
i f  ( d 2 s t d . l e .  0  - 0 )  d 2 s t d  = 0 . 0  
d 2 s t d  = s q r t  ( d 2 s t d )  
i f ( d 2 s t d .  l e .  0 . 0 )  d 2 s t d  = 1 .0e -5  - -
d i f  £1 = dlmax-dlmin 
i f  ( d i f f l . l e . 0 . 0 )  d i f f l  = 1 . 0  
d i f f 2  = d2max-d2min 
i f  ( d i f f 2 . l e . O . O )  d i f f 2  = 1 . 0  
do j x  = 2,mx 
d l  = ( d  ( j x ,  1) -dlmin)  / d i f  £1 
d2 = ( d ( j x ,  2 )  -d2min) / d i f f 2  
d ( j x ,  3) = d l+d2  
d l  = ( d  ( j x ,  1) -d lavg)  / d l s t d  
d2 = ( d ( j x ,  2 )  -d2avg) / d 2 s t d  
d  ( j x ,  4 )  = d l+d2  
end do ! jx 
r e t u r n  
end  
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
s u b r o u t i n e  d o i t  
i n c l u d e  ' c192. i n c '  
do kop t  = mxloptlmx20pt 
k l o g  = j l o g ( k o p t )  
kmeth = jmeth (kop t )  
k s c a l  = j s c a l ( k o p t )  
c a l l  p r c n t ( ' D 0 I T  1tkopt-mxlopttltmx20pt-mxlopt+l) 
do k d e t  = 5,mdet ,5  
kde t5  = k d e t  / 5  
do i e  = 1, nev ten  
I r o n  ( i e )  = . f a l s e .  
end  do ! i e  
c o n t i n u e  
i e  = j i n t  ( f l o a t  j  ( nev ten )  *rnunf  ( )  ) +lt ( i n c a t - 1 )  *nevten  
i f  ( l row ( i e ) )  go t o  10 
c a l l  ddist(ie,klog,kdet,kmeth,ks~al) ---- 
do knv = 1 ,mvote 
c a l l  lowes t  ( i n v  (knv) 
c a l l  ma j v o t  ( i n v  (knv)  
kp ro  = 0  
kpos = 0  
c a t p r o  = 0.0  
c a t p o s  = 0 . 0  
do i e r  = 1,mer 
i f  ( n c a t  ( i e r )  . l e  .mener) t h e n  
kp ro  = kpro  + 1 
c a t p r o  = c a t p r o  + f l o a t  j  ( n c a t  ( i e r )  ) 
e l s e  
kpos = kpos + 1 
c a t p o s  = c a t p o s  + f l o a t  j ( n c a t  ( i e r )  ) 
_____---_ ___- _ 
- _ __ - _- _ _  - _ _ - _  - 
end  i f  
end  do ! i e r  
i f  ( kp ro .  g t  . kpos)  t h e n  
n c  = j n i n t  ( c a t p r o / f l o a t j  ( kp ro )  ) 
v o t  (nc ,  i n c a t ,  kde t5 ,  kop t ,  knv) = 
t v o t  ( nc ,  i n c a t ,  kde t5 ,  kop t ,  knv) t l .  0  
e l se  if ( k p r o .  lt . kpos)  t h e n  
n c  = j n i n t (  c a t p o s / f l o a t j ( k p o s )  ) 
v o t  (nc ,  i n c a t ,  k d e t  5, kop t  , knv) = 
t v o t  (nclincat,kdet5,kopt,knv) t l .  0  
e l s e  
n c  = j n i n t (  c a t p r o / f l o a t j ( k p r o )  ) 
v o t  (nc ,  i n c a t ,  k d e t 5 ,  kop t ,  knv) = 
t v o t  (nc ,  i n c a t ,  kde t5 ,  k o p t ,  knv) +O. 5 
n c  = j n i n t  ( c a t p o s / f l o a t  j ( kpos )  ) 
v o t  (nc ,  i n c a t ,  kde t5 ,  kop t ,  knv) = 
t v o t  (nc,incatIkdet5,kopt,knv) t 0 . 5  
e n d  i f  
e n d  do ! knv 
end  do ! i x  
e n d  do ! k d e t  
end  do ! kop t  
r e t u r n  
end  
s u b r o u t i n e  e n d i t  
i n c l u d e  ' c192.  i n c '  
do kop t  = mxlopt,mx2opt 
do k i c a t  = 1,mcat  
do k d e t 5  = l ,mde t5  
do k v o t e  = 1,mvote  
sumprv = 0 . 0  
sumpov = 0 . 0  
do k v c a t  = 1,mcat  
i f  ( kvca t  . l e  .mener)  t h e n  
sumprv=sumprv+vot ( k v c a t  , k i c a t ,  k d e t  5, kop t  , k v o t e )  
e l s e  
sumpov=sumpov+vot ( k v c a t ,  k i c a t  , k d e t  5, kop t  , k v o t e )  
end  i f  
end  do ! k v c a t  
sumto t  = sumprvtsumpov 
i f  ( s u m t o t . l e . O . 0 )  sumto t  = 1 . 0  
i f  ( k i c a t  . l e  . mener) t h e n  
v o t  (mca t+ l ,  k i c a t ,  k d e t  5, kop t ,  k v o t e )  = 
sumprv*100.0/sumtot  
e l s e  
v o t  ( m c a t t l ,  k i c a t ,  kde t5 ,  kop t ,  k v o t e )  = 
sumpov*100.0/sumtot 
end  i f  
do k v c a t  = 1,mcat  
xv = v o t  ( k v c a t ,  k i c a t ,  kde t5 ,  kop t ,  k v o t e )  
v o t  ( k v c a t ,  k i c a t ,  k d e t 5 , k o p t ,  k v o t e )  =xv*lOO .O/sumtot 
end  do  ! k e n e r  
end  do ! k v o t e  
end  do ! k d e t 5  
end  do ! k c a t  
end  do ! k o p t  
c do kop t  = mxlopt,mx2opt 
c c a l l  prcnt('END1T ',kept-mxlopt+l,mx2opt-mxlopttl) 
c w r i t e  ( 20 , lO)  
c 10  fo rma t  ( l h l ,  
c + ' I n C a t  M/S/L Dets V o t e r s  #P ikPro  #PikPos  %Pro IDt ,  
c + ' %PosID %CPar&En' ) 
format  ( l h  , l x ,  i 2 ,  l x ,  3 ( l x ,  i l )  , 2x, i 2 , 4 x ,  i 3 , 4 x f  f 7 . 0 , 2 x f  f 7  . O f  l x ,  
f 8 . 2 , l x , f 8 . 2 . l x , f 8 . 2 )  
do k c a t  = 1,mcat  
do k d e t  = 5,mdet,  5  
kde t5  = k d e t / 5  
do i v o t e  = 1,mvote 
sumprv = 0 .0  
sumrsov = 0 .0  
- . 
do i e n e r  = 1 ,mener 
sumprv = sumprv t v o t  ( i e n e r .  k c a t ,  k d e t  5, kopt ,  i v o t  e )  
sumpov = sumpov t v o t  ( i e n e r t  6, k c a t ,  k d e t 5  , kop t  , i v o t e )  
end db ! i e n e r  
p c n t p r  = sumprv 
pcntpo  = sumpov 
pcn tpe  = v o t  ( k c a t ,  k c a t  , kde t5 ,kop t  , i v o t e )  
w r i t e  (20 ,20)  k c a t ,  jmeth ( k o p t )  , j s c a l  ( k o p t )  , j l o g  ( k o p t )  , 
k d e t  , i n v  ( i v o t  e )  , sumprvrsumpov. p c n t p r ,  pcntpo ,  
c + pcn tpe  
c w r i t e  (21 ,20)  k c a t .  jmeth ( k o p t )  , j s c a l  ( k o p t )  , j l o g  ( k o p t )  , 
c t k d e t  , i n v  ( i v o t e )  , sumprv , sumpov, p c n t p r  , 
c + pcntpo ,  pcn tpe  
c end do ! i v o t e  
c end do ! kde t  
c end  do ! k c a t  
end  do ! kopt  
do kop t  = mxloptlmx20pt 
c a l l  prcnt('END1T frkopt-mxlopt+l,mx20pt-mxlopt+l) 
do kvb te  = 1,mvote 
c a l l  r d s i d p  
do i v c a t  = 1 , m c a t t l  
do i i c a t  = 1,mcat  
do i d e t 5  = l ,mde t5  
xv = vo t  ( i v c a t ,  i i c a t ,  i d e t 5 , k o p t  , k v o t e )  
c a l l  xys idp  (xv, i d e t 5 ,  i i c a t ,  i v c a t )  
end do ! i d e t 5  
end do ! i i c a t  
end do ! i v c a t  
c a l l  p r s i d p  (kop t ,  k v o t e )  
end  do ! kvo te  
end  do ! kop t  
t l  = c t i m e 0  
w r i t e  (20 ,30)  ( t l - t o )  
3 0  format  ( l h  , ' T o t a l  CPU Time (seconds)  = I, G12.4) 
c l o s e  ( u n i t = 2 0 )  
c c l o s e  ( u n i t = 2 1 )  
r e t u r n  
end  
C------------------------------------------------- 
SUBROUTINE I L I M I T ( i , i l o , i h i )  
i f  ( i . l t . i l o )  t h e n  
i = i l o  
e l s e  i f  ( i  . g t .  i h i )  t h e n  
i = i h i  
end  i f  
r e t u r n  
end 
C------------------------------------------------- 
s u b r o u t i n e  f f e e d ( i u n i t )  
w r i t e  ( i u n i t ,  10)  
10 format  ( l H 1 )  
r e t u r n  
end  
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
I-_ _ -  _ __-.- _ - - 
SUBROUTINE GETFIL 
INCLUDE ' c192. incl 
OPEN (UNIT=92, FILE=FN,ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' , STATUS='OLD' , 
& READONLY ) 
10 CONTINUE 
READ (92,20, END=99, ERR=99) S80 
2 0 FORMAT (A80) 
WRITE (20,30) S80 
3 0 FORMAT (1H , A80) 
GO TO 10 
9 9 CONT I NUE 
CALL FFEED (2 0) 
CLOSE (UNIT=92) 
FN=' CL92. FOR' 
OPEN (UNIT=92, FILE=FNIACCESS=l SEQUENTIAL' , STATUS='0LD1 , 
& READONLY) 
WRITE (20,100) 
100 FORMAT(1H ,'<CL92.FOR> FILE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  
110 CONTINUE 
1 
READ (92,20, END=19gIERR=199) S80 
WRITE (20,30) S80 
GO TO 110 
199 CONTINUE 
CALL FFEED (2 0) 
CLOSE (UNIT=92) 
EN=' CL 92 . I NC' 
OPEN (UNIT=92, FILE=FN, ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' , STATUS=' OLD1 , 
& READONLY 1 
WRITE (20,200) 
200 FORMAT(1H ,'<CL92.INC> FILE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I )  
210 CONTINUE 
READ(92,2o1END=299,ERR=299) S80 
WRITE (20,30) S80 
GO TO 210 
299 CONTINUE 






include ' c192. inc' 
EN=' USER$DISKZ~: [NASA SNYDER. SUBRAMANIAN .APPL] FOR51. DAT' 
OPEN  UNIT=^^, FILE=FN, ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' , STATUS='~LD' , 
& RECL= 91 5, READONLY) 
DO I = 1,NROW 
READ (92, * )  Z ,  Z l  (EDET (J, I) J=l1MDET) (Z, J=1, ISKIP) 
READ (92, * )  (RDET (J, I) , J=l,MDET) 
END DO 
CLOSE (UNIT=92) 
FN='USER$DISK25 : [NASA SNYDER. SUBRAMANIAN .APPL] FOR52 .DATf 
OPEN  UNIT=^^, FILE=FN, XCCESS=' SEQUENTIAL', STATUS='OLD~ , 
& RECL= 9 15, READONLY) 
DO I = 1,NROW 
READ(92,*) Z,Z, (EDET(J,ItNROW) ,J=l1MDET), (ZIJ=l,ISKIP) 
READ (92, * )  (RDET (J, ItNROW) , J=l ,MDET) 
END DO 
CLOSE (UNIT=92) 
r e t u r n  
e n d  
c--------------------------------------------------- 
s u b r o u t i n e  p r c n t  ( s 6 ,  i c n t ,  imax) 
c h a r a c t e r  s 6 * 6  
i n t e g e r  i c n t ,  imax 
x  = f l o a t j  ( i c n t )  * l o o .  O / f l o a t j  ( imax)  
open ( u n i t = 9 9 ,  status='NEWf ) 
w r i t e  (99,  1 0 )  s 6 ,  x  
1 0  f o r m a t  ( '  CL92 S u b r o u t i n e  , A 6 ,  ' : ' , F 8 . 2 ,  ' % Comple te ' )  
c l o s e  ( u n i t = 9 9 )  
r e t u r n  
e n d  
c------------------------------------------------- 
s u b r o u t i n e  i n i t  
i n c l u d e  ' c 1 9 2 .  i n c '  
t o  = c t i m e ( )  
c a l l  umach( -2 ,20)  
open ( u n i t = 2 0 ,  f i l e = '  CL92RPT. OUT' , status='NEWr ) 
c open(unit=2l,file='CL92DAT.OUT',status='NEW') 
i s e e d  = 0  
c a l l  r n s e t  ( i s e e d )  
c a l l  g e t f i l  
c a l l  i n i t v o  
c a l l  g e t d a t  
r e t u r n  
e n d  
C- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
s u b r o u t i n e  i n i t v o  
i n c l u d e  ' c192 .  i n c '  
d o  i l  = 1 ,mca t  
do i 2  = 1 ,mca t  
do i 3  = 1,mdetS 
do i 4  = 1,mopt  
do i 5  = 1 ,mvote  
v o t  ( i l ,  i 2 ,  i 3 ,  i 4 ,  i 5 )  = 0 . 0  
e n d  do ! i 5  
e n d  do ! i 4  
e n d  do ! i 3  
e n d  d o  ! i 2  
e n d  do ! i l  
r e t u r n  
e n d  
C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
s u b r o u t i n e  l o w e s t  (nxlow) 
i n c l u d e  ' c 1 9 2 .  i n c '  
do i e r  = 1 , m e r  
do i = 1,mx 
dd  (i, i e r )  = d  (i, i e r )  
e n d  d o  ! i 
do i x l o w  = 1 , n x l o w  
xmin = amach ( 2 )  
do i x  = 1,mx 
i f  ( d d  ( i x ,  i e r )  . LT . xmin) t h e n  
dlow ( i x l o w ,  i e r )  = d d  ( i x ,  i e r )  
xmin = d d  ( i x ,  i e r )  
i d l o w  ( i x l o w ,  i e r )  = i x  
e n d  i f  
e n d  do ! i x  
d d  ( i d l o w  ( i x l o w ,  i e r )  , i e r )  = amach ( 2 )  
e n d  d o  ! i x l o w  
e n d  d o  ! i e r  
r e t u r n  
e n d  
C-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
s u b r o u t i n e  m a  j v o t  (nv)  
i n c l u d e  ' c192 .  i n c '  
do i e r  = 1 , m e r  
d o  i = 1 , m c a t  
i c n t  (i) = 0  
e n d  d o  ! i 
i p r o  = 0  
d o  j v  = 1 , n v  
i i v  = i d l o w  ( jv ,  i e r )  
d o  i c a t  = 1 ,mca t  
j r l o  = ( icat-1)  *mcevt l  
j r h i  = i c a t * m c e v  
i f  ( ( i i v . g e .  j r l o )  . a n d .  ( i i v .  l e .  j r h i )  ) t h e n  
i c n t  ( i c a t )  = i c n t  ( i c a t )  + 1 
i f  ( i c a t . l e .  6 )  t h e n  
i p r o  = i p r o  t 1 
else 
i p r o  = i p r o  - 1 
e n d  i f  
go t o  1 0  
e n d  i f  
e n d  do ! i c a t  
c o n t i n u e  
e n d  do ! i v  
mxcnt = 0  
i f  ( i p r o . e q .  0)  t h e n  
m i n c a t  = 1 
maxcat  = 1 2  
e l se  if ( i p r o . g t .  0 )  t h e n  
m i n c a t  = 1 
maxca t  = 6 
e lse  if ( i p r o . l t . 0 )  t h e n  
m i n c a t  = 7 
maxca t  = 1 2  
e n d  i f  
sumca t  = 0 . 0  
sumcnt  = 0 . 0  
d o  i c a t  = m i n c a t ,  maxcat  
sumcat  = sumcat  tf l o a t  j ( i c a t  * i c n t  ( i c a t )  ) 
sumcnt  = s u m c n t t f l o a t j  ( i c n t  ( i c a t ) )  
i f  ( i c n t  ( i c a t )  . g t . m x c n t )  t h e n  
mxcnt = i c n t  ( i c a t )  
n c a t  ( i e r )  = i c a t  
wcat  ( i e r )  = f l o a t  j (mxcnt)  
e n d  i f  
e n d  do ! i c a t  
i c a t  = j n i n t  ( sumca t / sumcnt )  
e n d  d o  ! i e r  
r e t u r n  
e n d  c - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * X * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - *  
SUBROUTINE PRSIDP ( i o p t ,  i v o t e )  
INCLUDE ' CL92. I N C '  
I IPAGE = IPAGE t 1 
ENCODE (8,5, CNUM) IPAGE 
FORMAT('#' , 16 ,  ' / I )  
CALL FFEED (20) 
WRITE (20.20) CNUM, smeth (jmeth (iopt) +l) ,sscal (jscal (iopt) +I), 
+ slog (jlog (iopt) +1) , ssam(ivote) 
20 FORMEIT(1H ,'DATASUMMARY PLOT: '.A8/lh ,4~12) 
DO I = 1,MSIDP 
WRITE (20,lO) SIDP (I) 





INCLUDE ' CL92. INC' 
FN=' CL92IDP. IN' 
OPEN  UNIT=^^ , FILE=FN, ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL1 , STATUS=' OLD' 
& READONLY ) 
DO I = 1,MSIDP 
READ (92,800) SIDP (I) 





SUBROUTINE XYSIDP (PERCNT, IPLOT , IX, IY) 
INCLUDE ' CL92. INC' 
CALL ILIMIT (IPLOT, 1,10) 
CALL ILIMIT (IX, 1,121 
CALL ILIMIT (IY, 1,13) 
IF ((IPLOT.GE.1) .AND. (IPLOT.LE.5)) THEN 
IXOFF = (IPLOT-1) *l5 + 2 
IYOFF = 18 
ELSE IF ((IPLOT.GE.6) .AND. (IPLOT.LE.10)) THEN 
IXOFF = (IPLOT-6)*15 + 2 




rcx = IXOFF + IX - - 
TCY = IYOFF - IY - - - 
IF (PERCNT . LT. 90.0) THEN 
SYM = CHAR( 48 + JINT(PERCNT/~~.~) ) 
ELSE 
SYM = CHAR( 65 + JINT( (PERCNT-90.0) ) ) 
END IF 




Reference texts: 1 
Cluster Analysis For Researchers (CAFR). H. Charles Romesburg 
parameter (nevten=1000,mdet=50~mener=6,nrow=mener*nevtenI 
+ mpe=2,mer=l, nrow2=nevten*mener*mpe,mclus=24, mopt=60. 
+ mcat=mener*mpe,mcev=200,mx=mcev*mcat,mdet5=mdet/5, 
t mvote=5,m1og=4,m1ow=200,mindex=5,mnp1ot=20,mipoff=3, 
+ msidp = 43) 
character fn*80; s80*80, title*80, xlabel*80, ylabel*8~, 
+ scat (mat) *6,sdet (mdet5) *8,ssam(5) *9,sid(3) * 7 ,  + smeth(l2) *5,sscal(3) *6, slog(4) *4,sidp (msidp) *78, + sym* 1 
integer ise;d, idlow (mlow,mer) , icnt (mcat) , numrun. kopt, inv (5). 
+ jmeth (mopt) , jscal (mopt) , jlog (mopt) , iedet (mx) , + ip (mipof f+mindex, mnplot) , imx (mindex) , mxlopt , mx2opt , + krow (mx) , ncat (mer) , wcat (mer) 
logical lrow (nrow2) , lfast 
real edet (mdet, nrok2) , rdet (mdet , nrow2) , 
+ 
x (mx,mdet) , y (mx,mdet) , d (mx,mer), dlow (mlow,mer) I+ xp (mnplot , YP (mnplot , 
+ vot (mcattl1mcat,mdet5,mopt,mvote) ,t0,tlr dd(mx,mer) 
A  A  A  A A 





I I --- voter population 
I I I --- run option catagory 
I I --- (number of active detectors)/5 
I --- incident particle catagory (1-12) 
--- catagory decided by vote (1-12) 
common /clcom/ fn, s80, title, xlabel, ylabel, 
+ scat , sdet, ssam, sid, 
t smeth, sscal, slog, sidp, sym, + iseed, idlow, icnt, numrun, kopt, inv, + jmeth, jscal, jlog, iedet, 
+ ip, imx,mxlopt,mx2opt, krow, 
+ lrow, ncat , wcat , + edet, rdet, x, d, dlow, + XPl YPr 
+ vot,tO,t1 
data mxlopt,mx2opt/l, l2/ 
data lfast/.true./ 
data imx / 
t 12, 12, 5, 60, 5 
t / 
data ip / 
t 31 2, 2 ,  1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 
+ 3 ,  2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 
+ 3, 2, 2, 3, 1, 1, 1, 3, 
+ 31 2, 2, 1, 11 1, 1, 4, 
t 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 5, 
+ 3, 21 21 3, 1, 21 1, 1, 
+ 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 
+ 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 3, 
+ 31 21 21 31 11 2, 1, 4, 
+ 3 ,  2, 2 ,  1, 1, 2, 1, 5, 
+ 31 21 21 2, 1, 3, 1, 1, 
+ 31 21 21 31 1, 3, 1, 2, 
+ 31 21 21 11 11 31 11 3 1  
+ 31 21 21 21 1, 3, 1, 4, 
+ 31 21 21 31 1, 3, 1, 5, 
+ 31 21 21 1, 1, 4, 1, 1, + 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 4, 1, 2, 
t 31 21 21 3, 1, 41 1, 3, 
+ 3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 4, 1, 4, 
t 31 21 21 21 1, 4, 1, 5 
A A A A A A A A  
I I I I I I I I  
I I I I I I I - - -  voter population catagory (1 -5) 
- - 
- - -  - - -- - P 
-- - 
I I 1 I I I ------ A n a l y s i s  o p t i o n s  (1 -60 )  I I I I I --------- ( #  o f  a c t i v e  d e t e c t o r s )  / 5  
1 I I I ------------ I n c i d e n t  p a r t i c l e  c a t a g o r y  (1 -12 )  
1 I 1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  % o f  p a r t i c l e s  
I l l  1 - % p r o t o n s  
I I I 2  - % p o s i t r o n s  
1 1 1  3 - % c o r r e c t  p a r t i c l e  a n d  e n e r g y  I I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -  Graph a x e s  s e t u p  o p t i o n s  
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  C u r v e  v a r i a b l e  i n d e x  # (1 -5 )  
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - -  X-Axes v a r i a b l e  i n d e x  # (1 -5 )  
+ / 
data m l o p t  , m2opt  /11 mopt / 
d a t a  j m e t h /  
+ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ,  4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ,  8 , 9 , 1 0 , 1 1 ,  
+ 01112 ,5 r  6 1 8 r O r 1 t  21516 t81  
+ 21212121 2 1 2 , 2 1 2 ,  21212,21  
+ 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1  4 1 4 1 4 1 4 1  51 5 1 5 1 5 1  
+ 61616161 71717171 8 , 8 1 8 1 8  
d a t a  s m e t h /  
l E u c l / ~ l  1 SumD/', I M ~ ~ D / '  l s h a c / '  I 'Cos i / l  1 t 
'BcCO/' , I  corr/1 l l ~ C o r / l  l ~ ~ ~ a t / l ~ l c h i S / l ~  + 
+ l ~ ~ ~ t / ' ,  c a d / '  
j m e t h  o p t  i o n s  
0  - E u c l i d e a n  d i s t a n c e  (CAFR, p 9 6 )  
1 - Sum o f  a b s o l u t e  d i f f e r e n c e s  
Maximum d i f f e r e n c e  
C o e f f i c i e n t  o f  s h a p e  (CAFR, p 9 9 )  
C o s i n e  o f  a n g l e  b e t w e e n  v e c t o r s  (CAFR, 
B r a y - C u r t i s  c o e f f i c i e n t  (CAFR, p102)  
C o r r e l a t i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t  (CAFR, p101)  
A b s o l u t e  v a l u e  o f  c o r r e l a t i o n  c o e f f i c i  
8 - Number of e x a c t  matches - 
9  - C h i s q u a r e  
1 0  - Number o f  m a t c h e s  w i t h i n  e r r o r  b o u n d s  
11 - C a n b e r r a  Metric C o e f f i c i e n t  (CAFR ~ 1 0 1 )  
d a t a  j s ca l /  
+ 0 1 0 1 0 , 0 ,  o l o l o l o l  o l O l o l o ,  
+ It11 11 l l  l l  1, l l  l l  l l  l l  l l  l l  
+ 21212121 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1  2 , 2 , 2 , 2 ,  
+ 0 1 0 , 0 1 0 ,  o l o l o l O l  o l o l O l O l  
+ 0 1 0 , 0 1 0 ,  o l o l o l O l  o l o l o 1 0  
+ / 
data  s s ca l /  
+ NoSca/ '  AvSca/ '  P r S c a / '  
t / 
jscal o p t i o n s  
0  - No s c a l i n g  
1 - Mean a n d  s t a n d a r d  d e v i a t i o n  s c a l i n g  (CAFR, p 7 8 )  
2  - P r o p o r t i o n a l  s c a l i n g  (CAFR, p 8 3 )  
data j l o g /  
+ 0 1 0 , 0 1 0 ,  o l o , o l O l  o l o , o , o l  
+ ~11,1111 111, 1111 11111,11 
+ 21212121 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1  2 1 2 1 2 1 2 ,  
+ 0 1 1 , 2 1 3 1  0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1  0 1 1 , 2 , 3 ,  
+ 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1  0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ,  0 1 1 , 2 , 3  
+ / 
d a t a  s l o g  / 
+ f N O L / ' ,  I ~ 0 2 / l  , 1 ~ 1 0 / 1 1  I L ~ O / I  
+ / 
j l o g  o p t i o n s  
0  - Use raw da ta  
1 - U s e  LOG2 o f  r a w  data 
2  - U s e  LOG10 o f  r a w  data  
3 - U s e  LOG50 o f  r a w  data 
_- __-- 
-- 
_ _ _  _ -  
data sca t  / 
t I catO1/' r ~ a t O 2 / '  r 'cat03/I 1 
t I cato4/1 l ~ a t 0 5 / '  1 ' cat06/ '  1 
t tcat07/1 1 1 ~ a t 0 8 / '  r ' ca t09/<  
t 
I I c a t l o / '  , r ~ a t I I / '  ' cat12/ '  
t / 
data sdet / 05 D e t s / ~ ,  I 1 0  ~ e t s / '  I 15 Dets/ '  ' 2 0  
t 
'25 ~ e t s / '  r 30 o e t s / l 1  I35 Dets/ '  r ' 40 t 
t 145 I Dets/ '  50 Dets/ '  
t / 
data inv/3. 51 101  151 2 0 /  
data ssam / 003 vote/ '  I 005 vote/ '  '010 vote/ '  I t 
t 
I 1015 vote / '  '020 vote / '  
t I 
data s i d  / 
t I ~ V /  'POSVO/' rrcpEVo/' 
t / 
Listing Of Likelihood 
Analysis Program 
The following listing presents the current source code for the likelihood 
analysis. 
PROGRAM LH92 








IPAGE = 0 
XLElO = ALOG(10.0) 
DO KOPT = K~OPT,K~OPT 
call zersum 
LFIT = KFIT(K0PT) -- 
LSCALE = KSCA(K0PT) 
DO KFCAT = 1,MCAT ! Fit catagory (1-12) 
ii = KFCATt (KOPT-KlOPT) *MCAT 
im = MCAT* (K20PT-KlOPT+l) 
call prcnt ('DOIT , ii, im) 
DO KDET = 5,MDET, 5 ! Number of active detectors 
LDET = KDET 
KDET5 = KDET/5 
DO KICAT = 1,MCAT ! Incident particle catagory 
DO JROW = 1,NEVTEN ! Incident particle event # 
JKROW = JROW + (KICAT- 1 ) "NEVTEN 
DO ier = 1,MER 
rinc = 1.0 
if (ier .eq.  3) rinc = 2.0 
DO JDET = 1,KDET 
if (ier. le. 2) then 
PP=FPROB (KFCAT, JDET, JKROW, ier) 
PPL (JDET, ier) = PP/XLE10 
PE=FPROB (KFCAT, JDET, JKROW, ier) 
PELIJDET,ier) = PE/XLE10 
else if (ier.eq.3) then 
- 
ppl (jdet, ier) = ppl (jdet, 1) +ppl (jdet,2) 
pel(jdet,ier) = pel(jdet,l)tpel(jdetJ) 
end if 
END DO !JDET 
DO JDECID = 1,MDECID ! Identification methods 
IF (JDECID . EQ. 1) THEN 
LLHPO = 0.0 
DO JDET = 1,KDET 
LLHPR=LLHPR+PPL(JDET,~~~) 
LLHPO=LLHPO+PEL (JDET,ier ) 
RND DO ! JDET 
- 
XPL = LLHPR - LLHPO 
IF ( (XPL. GT . 0 . 0) .AND. (JPE. EQ .l) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5 ,LE'IT W A L E ,  JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5,LEIT,LSCALEI JDECID) 
+rinc 
ELSE IF ( (XPL. GT. 0.0) .AND. (JPE .EQ. 2) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5,LFIT,LSCALEl JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, L F I T m A L E ,  JDECID) 
trinc 
ELSE IF ( (XPL. LT. 0.0) .AND. (JPE. EQ. 1) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5,LFIT,LSCALEI JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5,LFIT,LSCALEI JDECID) 
t +rinc 




R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDETS, LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5,LFIT,LSCALEI 
JDECID) trinc 
END IF 
ELSE IF (JDECID.EQ.2) THEN ! Detector MajVote 
CALL MVOTE (KDET, PPL (1, ier) ,PEL (1, ier) *ART) 
IF ((IPART.EQ.1) .AND. (JPE.EQ.1)) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) 
+rinc 
ELSE IF ((IPART.EQ.1) .AND. (JPE.EQ.2)) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5 , LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) 
trinc 
ELSE IF ((IPART.EQ.2) .AND. (JPE.EQ.1)) THEN 
R (KFCAT, KICAT,KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, 
JDECIDI = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET~ ,LFIT ,LSCALE, 
JDECID) trinc 
ELSE IF ('(IPART.EQ.~) .AND. (JPE.EQ.2)) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT, KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, 
JDECIDI = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET~, LFIT, LSCALE, 
JDECID) trinc 
END IF 
ELSE IF (JDECID.EQ. 3) THEN 
XHI = ALOGlO (l.O+FRAC) 
XLO = ALOG10 (1.0-FRAC) 
LLHPR = 0.0 
LLHPO = 0.0 
DO JDET = 1 ,KDET 
XD = PPL (JDET, ier) -PEL (JDET, ier) 
IF (((XD.GT.XH1) .OR. (XD.LT.XL0)) .AND. 
( (PPL (JDET, ier) . GT . PMIN) .OR. 
(PEL (JDET, ier) . GT . PMIN) ) ) THEN 
LLHPR=LLHPRtPPL (JDET, ier ) 
LLHPO=LLHPO+PEL(JDET,ier) 
END IF 
END DO ! JDET 
XPL = LLHPR - LLHPO 
IF ((XPL.GT.O.0) .AND. (JTE.EQ.1)) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) 
+rinc 
ELSE IF ( (XPL. GT. 0.0) .AND. (JPE. EQ. 2) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5,LFITI LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5 , LFIT,LSCALE, JDECID) 
+rinc 
ELSE IF ( (XPL . LT. 0.0) .AND. (JPE . EQ. 1) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT, KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, 
JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFIT, LSCALE, 
JDECID) trinc 
ELSE IF ( (XPL . LT . 0 . 0 ) .AND. (JPE . EQ . 2 )  ) THEN 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFIT,LSCALE, 
JDECID) = 
R(KFCAT; KICAT, KDETS~LFIT, LSCALE, 
JDECID) trinc 
END IF 
ELSE IF (JDECID.EQ.4) THEN ! Detector MajVote 
XHI = ALOGlO (1 . O+FRAC) 
XLO = ALOG10 (1.0-FRAC) 
JDETl = 0 
DO JDET = 1, KDET 
XD = PPL(JDET,ier) -PEL(JDET,ier) 
IF ( (  (XD.GT.XH1) .OR. (XD.LT.XL0)) .AND. 
( (PPL (JDET, ier) .GT.PMIN) .OR. 
(PEL (JDET, ier) . GT .PMIN) ) ) THEN 
JDETl = JDETltl 
XPPL (JDET1) = PPL (JDET, ier) 
XPEL (JDET1) = PEL (JDET, ier) 
END IF 
END DO ! JDET 
CALL MVOTE (JDET1, XPPL, XPEL, IPART ) 
IF ((IPART.EQ.1) .AND. (JPE.EQ.l)) THEN 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFITr LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5,LFIT, LSCALE, JDECID) 
+rinc 
ELSE IF ( (1PART.EQ. 1) .AND. (JPE .EQ. 2) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFIT, LSCALE, JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT, KICAT, KDET5, LFITr LSCALE, JDECID) 
+rinc 
ELSE IF ( (IPART . EQ. 2) .AND. (JPE .EQ. 1) ) THEN 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5, LFIT, LSCALE, 
JDECID) = 
R (KFCAT,KICAT,KDET5, LFIT, LSCALE, 
JDECID) +rinc 
ELSE IF ( (IPART .EQ. 2) .AND. (JPE .EQ. 2) ) THEN 






END DO !JDECID 
END DO ! ier 
END DO ! JROW 
KDET5 = KDET/5 
END DO !KICAT 
C 
END DO !KDET 
END DO ! KFCAT 





INCLUDE ' LH92. INC' 
DO KOPT = K1OPT1K20PT 
IFIT = KFIT (KOPT) 
ISCALE = KSCA (KOPT) 
DO IICAT = 1,MCAT ! Incident catagory 
DO IDET = 5,MDET,5 
IDET5 = IDET/~ 
DO I = 1,MDECID 
SUMPRO = 0.0 
SUMPOS = 0.0 
DO JEN = 1,MEN ! Fit Energy 
SUMPRO = SUMPRO t 
R (JEN, IICAT, IDET5, IFIT, I C A L  I) 
SUMPOS = SUMPOS + 
R (MEN+JEN, IEN, IDET5,IE'IT, ISCALE, I) 
END DO ! JEN 
SUM. (I) = SUMPOS + SUMPRO 
IF (SUMR(1) .LE.O.O) SUMR(1) = 1.0 
DO IFCAT = 1,MCAT 
R(IFCAT, IICAT, IDET5, IFIT, ISCALE, I) = 
+ R(IFCAT, IICAT, IDET5, IFIT, ISCALEJ) 
END DO ! IFCAT 
IF (1ICAT.LE.MEN) THEN 
R (MCATtl, IICAT, IDET5, IFIT, ISCALE, I) = 
t SUM PRO*^^^. O/SUMR ( I )  
ELSE 
R (MCATtl, IICAT, IDET5, IFIT, ISCALE, I) = 
t SUMPOS*~OO .O/SUMR(I) 
END IF 
END DO ! I 
END DO ! IDET 
END DO ! IICAT 
END DO ! KOPT 
DO KOPT = KlOPT,K20PT 
IFIT = KFIT(K0PT) 
ISCALE = KSCA (KOPT) 
do i = 1,MDECID 
call rdsidp 
DO IICAT = 1,MCAT 
DO IFCAT = 1,MCATtl 
DO IDET = 5,MDET,5 
IDET5 = IDET/5 
rr = R (IFCAT, IICAT, IDET5, IFIT, ISCALE, I) 
call xysidp (rr, idet5, iicat, ifcat) 
END DO ! IDET 
END DO ! IFCAT 
END DO ! IICAT 
call prsidp (ifit, iscale, i) 
end do ! i 
END DO ! KOPT 
CLOSE (UNIT=2 1 ) 
CLOSE (UNIT=22) 
T1 = CTIME ( )  
WRITE (20,50) T1-TO 





REAL FUNCTION FPROB (IFCAT, IDET, JEVT, IER) 
INCLUDE ' LH92. INC' 
DOUBLE PRECISION S1, S2, XE,XNIE 
NIE = 0 
PI = 4.OkATAN(1.0) 
DO IEVTEN = 1, NEVTEN 
IEVT = IEVTEN+ ( IFCAT- 1 ) *NEVTEN 
IF (LSCALE . EQ .1) THEN 
if (ier.eq.1) then 
IE (IEVTEN) = JNINT (EDET (IDET, IEVT) ) 
else if (ier.eq.2) then 
IE (IEVTEN) = JNINT (RDET (IDET, IEVT) ) 
end if 
NIE = NEVTEN 
ELSE 
IF (IDET.NE.l) THEN 
if (ier.eq.1) then 
YEDET (1) = EDET (IDET-1, IEVT) 
XEDET (1) = EDET (IDET-1, JEVT) 
else if (ier.eq.2) then 
YEDET (1) = RDET (IDET-1, IEVT) 
XEDET (1) = RDET (IDET-1, JEVT) 
end if 
DEDET (1) = FWIND*SQRT (XEDET (1) ) 
L- - _ --- -  
- 
- - -- - - - 
- - - -- -- -- 


















IF ( (ABS (YEDET (i) -XEDET (i)) .LE.DEDET (i)) .OR.
(ABS(YEDET(2)-XEDET (2)) .LE.DEDET(2)) ) THEN
NIE = NIE+I
IF ( (ABS (YEDET (i) -XEDET (i)) .LE.DEDET (i)) .AND.
(ABS (YEDET(2)-XEDET(2)) .GT.DEDET(2))) THEN
XE = XEDET(1)
YE = YEDET(1)
ELSE IF ((ABS (YEDET(1)-XEDET(1)) .GT.DEDET(1) ) .AND.









ELSE IF (LSCALE.EQ.3) THEN
DX = XE-YE
ELSE IF (LSCALE.EQ.4) THEN
IF (XE.EQ.0.0) XE : 1.0E-5
if (ier.eq.l) then
mx : ((XE-YE) /XE) *EDET (IDET, IEVT)
else if (ier.eq.2) then




IE(NIE) = JNINT (EDET(IDET,IEVT)+DX)
else if (ier.eq.2) then
IE(NIE) : JNINT (RDET(IDET,IEVT)+DX)
end if
IF (IE(NIE) .LT.0) IE(NIE) : 0
END IF
END IF




IE(NIE) : JNINT(EDET(IDET, JEVT))
else if (ier.eq.2) then
IE(NIE) : JNINT(RDET(IDET, JEVT))
end if
END IF
JNIE : JNINT(ALOGI0 (FLOATJ(NIE)) /ALOGI0 (2. 0) ) + 1
CALL ILIMIT(JNIE,I, i0)
NNIE(IDET, JNIE) = NNIE(IDET,JNIE) + 1
IF (NIE.GT.0) THEN
if (ier.eq.l) then
IEDET : JNINT(EDET(IDET, JEVT))















(LFIT.EQ.I) THEN ' Poisson Fitting
CALL POIES (NIE, IE, CONPER, FPAR, FPARMIN, FPARMAX)
IF (FPAR.LE.0.0) FPAR = 0.001
FPROB = POIPR(IEDET,FPAR)
IF (FPROB.GT.0.0) THEN
FPROB = ALOG (FPROB)
ELSE
FPROB = ZEDET*ALOG(FPAR)-ZEDET*ALOG(ZEDET)+ ZEDET
0.5*ALOG (2.0*PI*ZEDET) -FPAR
END I F





DO IIE = I,NIE
XE = DFLOTJ(IE(IIE))
S1 = Sl + XE
S2 = $2 + XE*XE
END DO ! IIE
S1 = SI/XNIE
$2 = DSQRT ((S2/XNIE) -
IF (S2.LE.0.0) S2 = 0.5
if (ier.eq.l) then
XE = EDET (IDET, JEVT)
else if (ier.eq.2) then
XE = RDET (IDET, JEVT)
end i f
XAV = SNGL (SI)
XSD = SNGL(S2)
PI = 4.0*ATAN (i. 0)
FPROB
SI*SI)
: -ALOG (XSD) -0.5*ALOG (2.0*PI) -






WRITE (6, 90) NIE















FN =' LH92RPT. IN'





WRITE (20, 30) S80
FORMAT (IH ,A80)
GO TO 10 
9 9 CONT INUE 
CALL FFEED (2 0) 
CLOSE (UNIT=92) 
FN=' LH92. FORf 
OPEN (UNIT=92, F ILE=FN I ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' I STATUS=' OLD' 
& 'READONLY) 
WRITE (20,100) 
100 FORMAT(1H ,'<LH92.FOR> FILE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I  ) 
110 CONTINUE 
READ (92,20,~ND=199,ERR=199) 580 
WRITE (20,30) S80 
GO TO 110 
199 CONTINUE 
CALL FFEED (2 0 ) 
CLOSE (UN1T=92) 
FN='LH92. INC' 
OPEN (UNIT=92, F ILE=FNI ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' STATUS=' OLD' , 
& READONLY ) 
WRITE (20,200) 
200 FORMAT(1H ,'<LH92.INC> FILE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' )  
210 CONTINUE 
READ (92,20, END=29g1ERR=299) S80 
WRITE (20'30) S80 
GO TO 210 
299 CONTINUE 




C - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
subroutine getdat 
include ' lh92. inc' 
ICNT = 54-MDET 
FN='USER$DISK25:[NASA SNYDER.SUBRAMANIAN.APPL]FOR51.DATf 
OPEN (UNIT=92, FILE=FNI I?;CCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' STATUS=' OLD' 
& RECL=915, READONLY) 
DO I = 1,NROW 





OPEN   UNIT=^^, FILE=FN' XCCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' , STATUS=' OLD' , 
& RECL=915, READONLY) 
DO I = 1,NROW 
READ (92, * )  2, ZI (EDET (JI I+NROW) I J=l,MDET) , (2, J=lt ICNT) 
READ (92, * )  (RDET (J, I+NROW) , J=1, MDET) 





SUBROUTINE ILIMIT (IX, ILO, IHI) 
IF (1X.LT. ILO) THEN 
I IX = ILO ELSE IF (IX.GT.IH1) THEN 






INCLUDE ' LH92. INC' 
TO = CTIME() 
CALL UMACH (-2,20) 
CALL PAGE(-2,201 
OPEN (UNIT=~O;FILE=~LI~ //FS//, .OUT# , STATUS=~NEW~ 
OPEN (UNIT=21, FILE='L2' //FS//' .OUTf , STATUS='NEWt ) 
OPEN (UNIT=22, FILE='L3' //FS//' .OUT', STATUS='NEW' ) 
ISEED = 0 
CALL RNSET (ISEED) 
CALL GETFIL 
call getdat 
! RETURN END C - * - t - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * k * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - *  
SUBROUTINE MVOTE (N,X,Y, I) 
REAL X ( * )  , Y ( * )  
ISUM = 0 
DO J = 1,N 
IF (X(J) .GT.Y (J)) THEN 
ISUM = ISUM + 1 
ELSE 
ISUM = ISUM -1 
END IF 
END DO 
IF (ISUM.GE.1) THEN 
1 = 1  
ELSE IF (1SUM.LE. -1) THEN 
1 = 2  
ELSE 





subroutine prcnt (s6, icnt, imax) 
character s6*6 
integer icnt,imax 
open (unit=99, status=' NEW' ) 
x = floatj (icnt) *lOO.O/floatj (imax) 
write (99,lO) s6,x 




/ C - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * k * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - * - *  
SUBROUTINE PRFSTA 
INCLUDE 'LH92. INC' 
DATA LHIST/O/ 
IF (LHIST.NE.0) THEN 
WRITE (20,lO) 
10 FORMAT(1h / 
+ lh , '~istobram of Number of Events Used in Fits (Log scale) ' /  
+ lh , ' #Evts Tally per Detector (1 - 10) ' )  
DO I = 1.10 
J = 2** (1-1) 









lh ,'Histogram of Number of events Used in Fits (Log scale)'/
lh ,' #Evts Tally per Detector (ii - 20) ')
DO I = i,i0
J = 2** (I-l)
WRITE(20,40) J, (NNIE(IDET, I), IDET=II,20)
FORMAT (i H ,iii7)





lh ,'Histogram of Number of events Used in Fits (Log scale)'/
lh ,' #Evts Tally per Detector (21-25)')
DO I = i,i0
J = 2** (I-l)
WRITE (20,60) J, (NNIE(IDET,I), IDET=21,25)
FOPlVlAT (1 H ,iii7)










IPAGE = IPAGE + 1
ENCODE (8,5,CNUM) IPAGE
FORMAT (' #', I6, '/' )
CALL FFEED (20)
WRITE (20, 20) CNUM, sfit (ifit) , sscal (iscale) ,slm (i) ,
+ slm (i+MDECID)
FORMAT(IH ,'DATA SUMMARY PLOT: ',A8/lh ,4A12)






OPEN (UNIT=92 ,FILE=FN, ACCESS=' SEQUENTIAL' ,STATUS=' OLD' ,
& READONLY)
DO I = I,MSIDP






C-W_*_*_ *_ __*_*_,_,_,_ __,_,_9_9_._,_ 9_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_._,_,_,_,_._,
SUBROUTINE WRTSTR(IUNIT,S)
CHARACTER S'80






do icat = l,mcat
do jcat = l,mcat
do idet5 = l,mdet5
do ifit = l,mfit
do iscale = i, mscale
do idecid = l,mdecid
r (icat, jcat, idet5, ifit, iscale, idecid) =0.0
end do ! idecid
end do ! iscale
end do ! ifit
end do ! idet5
end do ! jcat









IF ((IPLOT.GE.I) .AND. (IPLOT.LE.5)) THEN
IXOFF = (IPLOT-I)*I5 + 2
IYOFF = 18
ELSE IF ((IPLOT.GE.6) .AND. (IPLOT.LE.10)) THEN





ICX = IXOFF + IX
ICY = IYOFF - IY
IF ((PERCNT.GE.0.0) .AND. (PERCNT.LT.90.0)) THEN
SYM = CHAR(48+JINT(PERCNT/10.0))
ELSE IF ((PERCNT.GE.90.0) .AND. (PERCNT.LT.100.0)) THEN
SYM = CHAR(65+JINT(PERCNT-90.0))
ELSE IF (PERCNT.EQ.100. 0) THEN
SYM = '*'
ELSE IF (PERCNT.GT.100.0) THEN
SYM = ' +'
ELSE IF (PERCNT.LT.0.0) THEN
SYM = '-'
END IF
SIDP (ICY) (ICX:ICX) = SYM
RETURN
END





CHARACTER FN*70, S80*80, SIDP (MSIDP) *78,FS*6, 
t TITLEX80, xlabel*80,ylabel*80, SYM*l,CNUM*8, 
+ SCL* 7, SEN (MEN) * 6 SDET (MDET5) * 8  SPE (MPE) *5( 
+ SFIT (ME'IT) *5, SSCAL (MSCALE) *6, 
+ SLM (MDECID*MPE) *10 
INTEGER ISEED, NDET, IC (2), IE (NEVTEN) ,IPAGE, NNIE (MDET, lo) , 
+ LFIT, LSCALE, LDET, IP (MIPOEE+MINDEX, MNPLOT) , IMX (MINDEX) , 
+ KFIT (MFIT*MSCALE) , KSCA (M!?IT*MSCALE) , KlOPT, K2OPT 
LOG1 CAL LBUG, LFAST 
REAL EDET (MDET, NROW2) , RDET (MDET , NROW2) , CONPER, DETNUM (MDET) 
t FPAR~FWIND, LLHPR, LLHPO, DLLH (NEVTEN) , LHV (50) , 
+ PEL (MDET, MER) , PPL (MDET , MER) , To, TI, 
+ XPEL (MDET) , XPPL (MDET) , 
+ SUM1, SUM2, STOT, HDIV (15) , HFREQ (15) , XP (MNPLOT) , YP (MNPLOT) , 
t R(MCAT+1,MCAT,MDET5,MFIT,MSCALEI MDECID) , 
A A A n A A 
I I I I I I 
I I 1 1 1 -- 1 LLh Fit uc 
I I I I I 2 MV Fit uc 
I 1 I I 1 3 LLh Fit cl 
I I 1 I 1 4 MV Fit cl 
1 I I I -- Ind, DepNoSc, DepTrSc, DepPrSc 
1 1 I -- l=Poisson, 2=Gauss 
1 I -- l=5Dets, 2=10Dets, . . . ,10=50 Dets 
I -- Catagory of incident particle (1-12) 
-- Catagory for fitting function (1-12) 
+ SUMR (MDECID) , XEDET (2) , YEDET (2) , DEDET (2) 
COMMON/LHCOM/ FN, S80, SIDP, 
+ TITLE, xlabel, ylabel, SYM, CNUM, 
+ SCL, SEN, SDET, SPE,FS, 
+ SFIT, SSCAL, SLM, 
t ISEED, NDET, IC, IE, IPAGE, NNIE, 
+ LFIT, LSCALE, LDET, IP, IMX, KFIT, KSCA, 
+ LBUG, KlOPT, K20PT, 
+ EDET, RDET, CONPER, DETNUM, 
+ FPAR, FWIND, LLHPR, LLHPO, DLLH, LHV, 
t SUMNI, SUMCIP, SUMCIE, PEL,PPL,XPEL,XPPL, SR, TO,Tl, 




DATA KFIT/l, 1,1,1,2,2,2,2/ 
DATA KSCA/1,2,3,4,1,2,3,4/ 
DATA K ~ o P T , K ~ ~ P T / ~ , ~ /  
DATA ESI'POIIPN' / 
DATA FSI'POIDPN' / 
DATA FS/'POIDPT~/ 
DATA FS/' POIDPP' / 
DATA FS/' GAUIPN' / 
DATA FS/, GAUDPN' / 
DATA FS/' GAUDPT' / 
DATA FS/' GAUDPP ' / 
DATA LFAST/.TRUE./ 
DATA 1~~/2,6,6,5,2,4,8/ 
DATA FRAC,PM1N/0.2, -10.0/ 
DATA SFIT /'~ois/', 'Gaus/'/ 
Fitting used to compute probabilities for likelihood 
LFIT = 1 Poisson fitting 
2 Gaussian fitting 
DATA sSCAL/' ~ndPr/',' DPNoS/', 'DPT~s/', 'DPPIS/' / 
Scaling used to adjust raw data values used in fitting 
LSCALE = 1 Independent probabilities 
2 Dep. Prob., no adjustment of raw data 
3 Dep. Prob., translational adjustment 
4 Dep. Prob., proportional ad justmant 
DATA IP/ 
I I I I I I I I I I  
I I I I I I I I I - - -  MDECID,MPE 1-4 Pro, 5-8 Pos 
I  I  I  I  I  I I  1 ------ Ind, DNoSca, DTrSca, DPrSca 
I  I 1 ( I  I I --------- Poisson, Gauss 
( 1 I 1 I I  ------------ 5dets, lodets, 15dets,. . . 
1 1 1 I  I ---------_----- Incident energy (1-6) 
I 1 1 1 --_---------_--__- Fitting energy 
I I I  ..................... Proton, positron 
I ( . ....................... axes options 
I ........................... Curve variable (1-7) 





DATA DETNUM / 
.t 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0, 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 




+ 42.0143.0144 .O, 45.0,46.0,47.0,48.0,49.0,50.0 
+ / 
DATA SCL/'CL=O. 9/' / 
DATA SEN/'O.~GV/','~.~GV/',~~.~GV/'~~~O.GV/', 
+ ' 44. GV/', ' 200Gv/' / 
DATA SDET/'D~~=O~/', ' ~et=10/,, '~et=15/', 
+ 'Det=2O/','~et=25/','Det=30/', 
t. '~et=35/' ,'~et=40/' I 'Det=45/', 
+ 'Det=50/' 
+ / 
DATA Sp~/'Prot / '  , 'Posi/' / 
DATA SLM/ 
+ ILL Pro UC/','MV Pro UC/','LL Pro C~/','MV Pro ~1/', 
+ 'LL Pos UC/' , ' M V  Pos UC/' ,ILL Pos ClJ', 'MV Pos C1/' 
+ / 
Example Cluster Program Output
The following listing presents some representative output from the cluster
analysis program. At present, the particle identification strategy is being adjusted
to better utilize both the energy deposit and radial spread information to make a fmal
determination of particle identity and energy. These results are being listed here to
stimulate further discussion and productive criticism for improving the final report
of this project. The results shown are for a limited range of run options and should
not be used to draw final conclusions.
The attached output is presented in the form of text character contour maps
of identification percentages. The characters in the square contours have the
following significance: "0" = 0-9%, "1" = 10-19%, ..., "8" = 80-89%, "J" = 90-91%, 'T'
= 91-92% .... , "A" = 99-100%. The horizontal axis represents the incident particle
and its energy: the lei_most group of 6 are incident protons, the rightmost group of
6 are incident positrons. "1" means lowest energy (0.1 GeV) and "6" means highest
(200 GeV)). The vertical axis represents the fitting catagory (particle and energy):
the lower group of 6 are fits to protons, the upper group of 6 are fits to positrons. "1"
means lowest energy (0.1 GeV) and "6" means highest (200 GeV)). Note that each
plot has an additional top row of characters (showing 13 instead of 12 rows). The
character symbol in this row gives the total percentage of correct particle type
identifications for each catagory of incident particle.
Ideally, these contours should show all "A"s on a 45 degree diagonal line
(meaning that 100% of the "unknown" particles were placed in the correct particle
and energy catagory), and all "A"s in the top (13th) row to confirm correct particle





















0 - Use raw data
1 - Use LOG2 of raw data
2 - Use LOG10 of raw data














'05 Dets/','10 Dets/','15 Dets/','20 Dets/',
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Correct ID Correct ID
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA 
---- 
SUMMARY PLOT: # 
Eucl/ NoSca/ NoL/ 020 Vote/ 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
SumD/ NoSca/ NoL/ 015 Vote/ 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
Cosi/ NoSca/ NoL/ 010 Vote/ 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: ## 
Cosi/ NoSca/ NoL/ 020 Vote/ 
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0 -0 0 0 0 0 0
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
BCCo/ NoSca/ NoL/ 005 Vote/ 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0.....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
Corr/ NoSca/ NoL/ 003 Vote/ 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0.....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
Corr/ NoSca/ NoL/ 010 Vote/ 
- - - - - - - - - o - - - - - - - - - o - - - - - - - - - o - - - - - - - - - o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
A C o r /  NoSca/ NoL/ 015  Vo te /  
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45  Detectors 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
EMat/ NoSca/ NoL/ 020 Vote/ 
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 





















































































































































































































































































































0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .....
DATA SUMMARY PLOT: # 
CanC/ NoSca/ NoL/ 015 Vote/ 
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